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PREFACE 
The present thesis embodies the researches 
carried out at the Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh. The thesis comprises of six chapters. The 
first five chapters deal with various aspects of the 
study of different polynomials. The last chapter 
concerns with q-Lauricella functions. 
Chapter I gives brief survey of some of the 
earlier and recent works connected with the present 
thesis in the field of various hypergeometric type 
polynomials and q-Lauricella functions. The chapter 
also contains some preliminary concepts and important 
well-known results needed in the subsequent text. An 
attempt has also been made in this chapter to make the 
present thesis self contained. 
Chapter II introduces the study of operational 
representations of certain known as well as new 
polynomials. To obtain these operational representa-
tions, finite series representations of binomial and 
trinomial partial differential operators have been 
used. The technique used seems to be quite original in 
nature and the results obtained are believed to be 
new. 
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Chapter III deals with the study of Laguerre 
polynomial of two variables, three variables and 
m-variables. Besides obtaining new generating 
functions for Laguerre polynomials of two variables, a 
finite sum property and certain integral representa-
tions for these polynomials have been obtained. 
Laguerre polynomial of three variables have been 
introduced and their interesting particular cases 
discussed. Generating functions, finite sum property 
and integral representations of these polynomials of 
three variables have also been obtained. Finally, the 
chapter introduces Laguerre polynomial of m-variables 
and gives its generating functions, integral represen-
tations and a finite sum property similar to Laguerre 
polynomial of two and three variables. The chapter is 
concluded by giving a multinomial operational 
representations of Laguerre polynomial of m-variables, 
similar to such representations discussed in chapter 
II. 
Chapter IV concerns certain generalizations of 
Sister Celine's polynomial which include most of the 
known polynomials as their special cases. Certain 
generating functions and integral representations of 
these generalized polynomials are derived and a relation 
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between generalized Laguerre polynomial and generalized 
Bateman's polynomial established. 
Chapter V is a study of the three variables analogue 
of Lagrange's polynomial. Certain results involving these 
Lagrange's polynomials of three variables and the four 
Appell's functions F-,, F^, F^ and F. have been obtained. 
In chapter VI certain transformation of q-Lauricella 
functions into the basic or q-hypergeometric functions have 
been obtained by using a technique given earlier by G.E. 
Andrews. These results provide a conversion of n-fold 
summations into a single summation which may be looked as a 
result analogous to the Cauchy's multiple integral formula. 
In the end an exhaustive and up-to-date list of 
writings and original papers on the subject matter of this 
thesis have been provided in the form of a bibliography. 
Results of chapter V and chapter VI are accepted for 
publication in the journals indicated in references [66] and 
[67] and the results of remaining chapters are communicated 
for publication indicated in references [68], [69] and [70] 
of the bibliography of the present thesis. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS AND ITS GROWTH : A special 
function is a real-or complex,valued function of one 
or more real or complex variables which is specified 
so completely that its numerical values could in 
principle be tabulated. Besides elementary functions 
such as x", e'^ , log x,and sin x, "higher" functions, 
both transcendental (such as Bessel functions) and 
algebraic (such as various polynomials) come under the 
category of special functions. The study of special 
functions grew up with the calculus and is 
consequently one of the oldest branches of analysis. 
It flourished in the nineteenth century as part of the 
theory of complex variables. In the second half of the 
twentieth century it has received a new impetus from a 
connection with Lie groups and a connection with 
averages of elementary functions. A branch of 
mathematics which has many applications in other 
fields is likely to survive, and the subject of 
special functions owes much of its durability and 
growth to its usefulness in physical science. The 
history of special functions is closely tied to the 
problem of terrestrial and celestial mechanics that 
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were solved in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries/ the boundary-value problems of electromag-
netism and heat in the nineteenth, and the eigenvalue 
problems of quantum mechanics in the twentieth. 
Seventeenth-century England was the birthplace 
of special functions. John Wallis at Oxford took two 
first steps towards the theory of the gamma function 
long before Euler reached it. Wallis had also the 
first encounter with elliptic integrals while using 
Cavalieri's primitive forerunaer of the calculus. [It 
is curious that two kinds of special functions 
encountered in the seventeenth century, Wallis' 
elliptic integrals and Newton's elementary symmetric 
functions, belong to the class of hypergeometric 
functions of several variables, which was not studied 
systematically nor even defined formally until the end 
of the nineteenth century]. A more sophisticated 
calculus, which made possible the real flowering of 
special functions, was developed by Newton at 
Cambridge and by Leibnitz in Germany during the period 
1665-1685. Taylor's theorem was found by Scottish 
mathematician Gregory in 1670, although it was not 
published until 1715 after rediscovery by Taylor, 
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In 1703 James Bernoulli solved a differential 
equation by an infinite series which would now be 
called the series representation of a Bessel function. 
Although Bessel functions were met by Euler and others 
in various mechanics problems, no systematic study of 
the functions was made until 1824, and the principal 
achievements in the eighteenth century were the gamma 
function and the theory of elliptic integrals. Euler 
found most of the major properties of the gamma 
function around 1730. In 1772 Euler evaluated the 
beta-function integral in terms of the gamma function. 
Only the duplication and multiplication theorems 
remained to be discovered by Legendre and Gauss, 
respectively, early in the next century. Other 
significant developments were the discovery of 
Vandermonde's theorem in 1772 and the definition of 
Legendre polynomials and the discovery of their 
addition theorem by Laplace and Legendre during 1782-
1785. In a slightly different form the polynomials had 
already been met by Liouville in 1722. 
The golden age of special functions, which was 
centered in nineteenth-century German and France, was 
the result of developments in both mathematics and 
physics: the theory of analytic functions of a complex 
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variable on one hand, and on the other hand, the field 
theories of physics (e.g. heat and electromagnetism) 
which required solutions of partial differential 
equations containing the Laplacian operator. The 
discovery of elliptic functions (the inverse of 
elliptic integrals) and their property of double 
periodicity was published by Abel in 1827. Elliptic 
functions grew up in symbiosis with the general theory 
of analytic functions and flourished throughout the 
nineteenth century, specially in the hands of Jacobi 
and Weierstrass. 
Another major development was the theory of 
hypergeometric series which began in a systematic way 
(although some important results had been found by 
Euler and Pfaff) with Gauss's memoir on the ^F^ series 
in 1812, a memoir which was a landmark also on the 
path towards rigor in mathematics. The ^F^ series was 
studied by Clausen (1828) and the F series by Kuinmer 
(1836). The functions which Bessel considered in his 
memoir of 1824 are .F, series; Bessel started from a 
problem in orbital mechanics, but the functions have 
found a place in every branch of mathematical physics. 
Near the end of the century Appell (1880) introduced 
hypergeometric functions of two variables, and 
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Lauricella generalized them to several variables in 
1893. 
The subject was considered to be part of pure 
mathematics in 1900, applied mathematics in 1950. In 
physical science special functions gained added 
»• 
importance as solutions of the Schrodxnger equation of 
quantum mechanics, but there were important 
developments of a purely mathematical nature also. In 
1907 Barnes used gamma function to develop a new 
theory of Gauss's hypergeometric functions o^ . 
Various generalizations of F^  were introduced by 
Horn, Kampe' de Feriet, MacRobert, and Meijer From 
another new viewpoint, that of a differential-
difference equation discussed much earlier for 
polynomials by Appell (1880), Truesdell (1948) made a 
partly successful effort at unification by fitting a 
number of special functions into a single framework. 
2. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS : Orthogonal polynomials 
constitute an important class of special functions in 
general and of hypergeometric functiuons in 
particular. The subject of orthogonal polynomials is a 
classical one whose origins can be traced to 
Legendre's work on planetary motion with important 
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applications to physics and to probability and 
statistics and other branches of mathematics, the 
subject flourished through the first third of this 
century. Perhaps as a secondary effect of the computer 
revolution and the heightened activity in approxima-
tion theory and numerical analysis, interest in 
orthogonal polynomials has revived in recent years. 
The ordinary hypergeometric functions have 
been the subject of extensive researches by a number 
of eminent mathematicians. These functions play a 
pivotal role in mathematical analysis, physics. 
Engineering and allied sciences. Most of the special 
functions, which have various physical and technical 
applications and which are closely connected with 
orthogonal polynomial and problems of mechanical 
quadrature, can be expressed in terms of generalized 
hypergeometric functions. However, these functions 
suffer from a shortcoming that they do not unify 
various elliptic and associated functions. This 
drawback was overcome by E. Heine through the 
definition of a generalized basic hypergeometric 
series. 
3. BASIC HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES : The study of basic 
hypergeometric series (also called q-hypergeometric 
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series or q-series) essentially started in 1748 when 
Euler considered the infinite product 
00 
(q;q) = fi (1-q ) as a generating function 
k=0 
for p(n), the number of partitions of a positive 
integer n into positive integers. But it was not until 
about a hundred years later that the subject acquired 
an independent status when Heine converted a simple 
observation that lim [(1-q )/(l-q)] = a into a systema-
tic theory of (j) basic hypergeometric series 
parallel to the theory of Gauss' ^^i hypergeometric 
series. 
Apart from some important work by J. Thomae 
and L.J. Rogers the subject remained somewhat dormant 
during the latter part of the nineteenth century until 
F.H. Jackson embarked on a lifelong program of 
developing the theory of basic hypergeometric series 
in a systematic manner, studying q-differentiation and 
q-integration and deriving q-anal6gues of 
hypergeometric summation and transformation formulas 
that were discovered by A.C. Dixon, J. Dongall, L. 
Saalschutz, F.J.W. Whipple, and others. 
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D.B. Sears, L. Carlitz, W. Hahn, and L.J. 
Slater were among prominent contributors during 
1950's. Sears derived several transformation formulas 
for (^j)_ series, balanced A^'i series and very-well-
poised ,&) series. Substantial contributions were 
also made by W.N. Bailey, M. Jackson, Slater and 
others in the field of bilateral basic hypergeometric 
series, where the most fundamental formula is 
Ramanujan's .ijj. summation formula. 
During the 1960's R.P. Agarwal [3] and L.J. 
Slater [84] each published a book partially devoted to 
the theory of basic hypergeometric series, and G.E. 
Andrews initiated his work in number theory, where he 
showed how useful the summation and transformation 
formulas for basic hypergeometric series are in the 
theory of partitions. Andrews gave simpler proofs of 
many old results, wrote review articles pointing out 
many important applications and, during the mid 
1970's, started a period of very fruitful 
collaboration with R. Askey. Basic hypergeometric 
series is an active field of research today. The 
q-series provided Askey and his co-workers with a very 
rich environment for deriving q-extensions of beta 
integrals and of the classical orthogonal polynomials 
of Jacobi, Gegenbauer, Legendre, Laguerre and Hermite. 
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Askey and his students and collaborators who include 
W.A. Al-Salam, M.E.H. Ismail, T.H. Koornwinder, W.G. 
Morris, D. Stanton, and J.A. Wilson have produced a 
substantial amount of interesting work over the past 
twenty years. This flurry of activity has been so 
infections that many researchers found themselves 
hopelessly trapped by this alluring "q-disease", as it 
is affectionately" called. 
Practically every branch of normal function 
theory has been extended to the basic number field, so 
that now we have basic exponential, trigonometric, and 
hyperbolic functions, basic analogues of Bessel, Weber 
and Airy functions, and basic Legendre, Bessel, 
Laguerre, Hermite, Jacobi, Ultrasperical and 
Gegenbauer polynomials. 
Over the last twenty or twenty five years, a 
great resurgence of interest in q-functions has arisen 
in connection with number theory and applications in 
mathematics and the physical sciences. This has 
undoubtedly been influenced by the universal 
prevalence of small efficient computers, so that many, 
but by no means all, of the numerical difficulties 
associated with q-hypergeometric functions have been 
conquered. In 1983 H. Exton wrote a book on 
-10-
q-Hypergeometric Functions and their applications in 
which he devoted final two chapters to give a number 
of examples of their occurrence in number theory and 
various other fields. These include mechanical 
engineering, solid state theory in physical chemistry, 
linear algebra. Lie theory, elliptic functions, 
conduction of heat, statistics, Fourier analysis, 
difference equations, operational calculus, transient 
behaviour in electrical cables, high-energy particle 
physics, quantum theory and cosmology. 
q-polynomials constitute an important class of 
q-hypergeometric function. As early as 1905, F.H. 
Jackson [50] studied q-Legendre and q-Bessel 
Functions. S. Wigert [95] in 1923 and G. Szego [94] in 
1926 gave polynomials .H (x,q) and ._G (x,q) 
respectively. In 1944, F.H. Jackson [52] introduced 
q-analogue of Laguerre polynomials and W. Hahn [46] in 
1949, gave a fresh impetus to the study of 
q-polynomials. During 1956 to 1958 the polynomials of 
Wigert and Szego were studied as polynomials related 
to theta functions by L. Carlitz [22, 23, 24], W.A. 
Al-Salam and L. Carlitz [7]. These polynomials were 
also extended to more general polynotnisiff hv }li,h> 
Al-Salam [5] and L. Carlitz [25, 26]. 
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In 1965, W.H. Abdi [1] defined the basic 
analogue of the Bessel polynomials and W.A. Al-Salam 
and L. Carlitz [8] studied some orthogonal 
q-polynomials. Later in 1967, Al-Salam [6] made a 
study of q-Appell polynomials and L. Carlitz [27] in 
1972, obtained generating functions for certain 
q-polynomials. 
Since 1977, we have seen tremendous and 
renewed interest in orthogonal q-polynomials both new 
and old. During 1977 to 1989 prominent contributions 
in the field of q-polynomials came from W.R. Allaway 
[4], W.A. Al-Salam and M.E.H. Ismail [9, 10], D.A. 
Anderson, W. Milton and J.S. Dehesa [11], G.E. Andrews 
and R. Askey [17], R. Askey and M.E.H. Ismail [18], 
D.M. Bressoud [19, 20], J. Bustoz and M.E.H. Ismail 
[2], J. Cigler [31], C.F. Dunkl [32, 33], H. Exton 
[38, 39, 41J, M.E.H. Ismail [47, 48], M.E.H. Ismail 
and J.A. Wilson [49], M.A. Khan [54, 55, 56, 57], 
D.S. Moak [79], H.M. Srivastava [86, 87], and D. 
Stanton [91, 92]. 
In 1990, T.H. Koornwinder [74] studied Jacobi 
functions as limit cases of q-ultraspherical 
polynomials and M.A. Khan and A.H. Khan [62] obtained 
some characterizations of q-Bessel polynomials. In 
-12-
1991, M.A. Khan and A.K. Sharma [65] studied 
q-Lagrange polynomials. In 1993, M.A. Khan [58] 
obtained some operational generating formulae for 
certain q-polynomials and M.A. Khan and A.H. Khan [63] 
gave a unification of q-Bernoulli and q-Euler 
polynomials. 
Recently, in 1995, M.A. Khan [59] obtained 
some operational representations of certain 
q-polynomials. In 1996, M.A. Khan and M. Najmi [64] 
obtained two generating formulae for generalized 
q-Rice polynomials which in particular cases yield 
many interesting known as well as new generating 
formulae for other q-polynomials. 
In an accepted paper M.A. Khan and A.K. Shukla 
[66] obtained two transformations of q-Lauricella 
functions into basic or q-hypergeometric functions. 
These results provide conversion of n-fold summations 
into a single summation which may be looked as a 
result analogous to the Cauchy's multiple integral 
formula. 
: 13 : 
I 4, DEFINITIONS NOTATIONS AND RESULTS USED- Frequently 
occurring definitions, notations and results used in this thesis 
are as given under: 
The Gamma function 
The gamma function is defined as 
» 2-1 -t 
/ t e dt, Rl(z) > 0 
o 
rc^) - i 
Vizill , Rl(z) < 0, z 1*0,-1,-2,-3,... 
(1.4.1) 
Pochhammer* s symbol and the factorial function 
The Pochhammer symbol (A) . , i s defined as 
? l ( ;^+l ) (?^+2) . . . ( ;^+n- l ) , i f n = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . 
< A ) n = 
, i f n = 0 
. (1 .4 .2) 
Since ( ! )„ = nl , (7^)- Joay be looked upon as a genera-
l i za t ion of elementary factor ia l . In terms of gamma function. 
we have 
: 14 : 
( ^ ) n = -r7 -v * f 0 » - l » - 2 , . . . , ( 1 . 4 . 3 ) 
The binomial c o e f f i c i e n t may now be expressed as 
,x 'Xi'X'D . . . (/i-n+i) (-l)^-;^)„ 
(^) - =. 2 ( 1 . 4 . 4 ) 
" nl nl 
ox, e q u i v a l e n t l y , as 
A,_r iZ l ! i ] • (1.4.5) 
I t fo l lows from ( 1 . 4 . 4 ) and ( 1 . 4 . 5 ) that 
= ( -1) ( - P l ) « ( 1 . 4 . 6 ) 
7 ( ? i - n ^ . l ) " 
which, f o r 7l - «-!» y i e l d s 
r ( a - n ) ( - 1 ) " 
. a ^0, +1 , +2, ( 1 . 4 . 7 ) 
TCa) (1 - «)n 
Equations ( 1 . 4 . 3 ) and ( 1 . 4 . 7 ) suggest the d e f i n i t i o n : 
n 
( A ) . n = ' - -—• , n = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , ;^^ 0 , + l , + 2 , ( 1 . 4 . 8 ) 
( l - A ) n 
Equation ( i . 4 . 3 ) also y ie lds 
: 15 : 
( > ^ ) - ^ -ih)miM^ DHD ( 1 . 4 . 9 ) 
which, in conjunction with ( 1 , 4 . 8 ) , g ives 
( A ) n-k 
(-1) i?^), 
( l - P i - n ) ^ 
, 0 ^ k i n 
For ^ » 1, we have 
f (-1)' ' n. 
—^ , 0 
(-n) k " < (n-k)I 
0 , k > n 
1 k ^ n 
(1 .4 .10) 
Leoendre's duplication formula 
In view of the definit ion (1 .4 .2 ) we have 
( A ) o « - 2 " (4 - )„ ( ^ ) « . n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 2n 2 'n (1 .4 .11) 
which follows also from Legendre' s duplication formula for the 
Gamma function, v i z . 
2 z - l 
r* Vi2z) . 2 H z ) H z -^  5 ) , z J^  0 , - - ^ , - 1 , - | , . . . . (1 .4 .12) 
Gauss's Bult lPl icat ion theorem 
For every pos i t ive integer, we have 
: 16 ! 
( 7 \ ) 
an m }^ + j - 1 
mn 
= m « (—^ ) , n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
j=l " " 
(1 .4 .13) 
which reduces to (1*4.11) when m » 2 . 
The Beta function 
The Beta function B(a,p) i s a function of two complex 
variables a and ^, defined by 
B(a,p) »< 
1 a-1 ^-1 
/ t ( 1 - t ) dt , Rl(a) > 0 , Rl(p) > 0 
o 
r(a+P) , Rl(a) < 0 , Rl(p) < 0 , a,p ^ - 1 , - 2 , - 3 
(1.4.14) 
The generalized hvperqeometric function 
P ^ 
The generalized hypergeonetrie function is defined as 
*1**2* *** **p' 
^l'^2 t •• • »PQ» I 
L — (1.4.15) 
n-o (p^)„ (P2(n---^^q^n "! 
: 17 : 
The symbol on the l e f t hand side of (1*4.IS) i s also 
written as ^F^(a^,a^,,,.,a^i^^,^2>'"'^q*^^* 
Also, we w i l l have occasions to use the symbol (a^) 
to represent the sequence of p parameters 
a^>a2f . . •»ap 
Thus we can also express the symbol on the left hand 
side of (1.4.15) as 
r(«p)* 
p ^ jp,); **' p^t(V*(^>'^J 
Here p and q are positive integers or zero 
(interpreting an empty product as 1), and it is assumed that 
the variable z, the parameters a^,a2y»»a , and denominator 
parameters ^«t^2>****^ ^^^^ °" complex values provided that 
Pi r 0»"l»-2, ••.,j = 1,2,...yq (1.4.16) 
Thus, i f a numerator parameter i s a negative integer or 
zero, the pF ser i e s terminates in view of the identity (1 .4 .10) 
and one i s lead to a (generalized hypergeometrie) polynomial of 
: 18 : 
the type 
P+l^q 
-n ,a j , • • •»«„? 
Pl»**'»Pq» J 
ft (-n)k ^ « l > k - - - ^ V k ^ 
k=*o (Pl)k«"-(Pq^k 
(1 .4 ,17) 
The ser ies in (1 .4 .15 ) 
( i ) converges for | z| < « if p ^ q 
( i i ) converges for | z | < l if p = q-»-l and 
( i i i ) diverges for a l l z , z {» 0, if p > q + 1 . 
Further, ^ symbol of the t y p e / \ ( k , a ) stands for the 
se t of k parameters 
a o+l a+k-1 
» » • • • » 
k k k 
F p+k q+r 
Thus 
l a p ) , A ( l c .a ) ; 
Jb^), A( r ,p ) 
. (a,)„(a,)„...(ap)„(|)„(^)„...(^)„ z n 
E 
n=o 
„ i (bi)„Cb2)„...(b )„ (f)„ (fil i)„...(£±|=i)„ " (1.4.18) 
: 19 : 
Throughout th i s thesis an equation number of the type 
(1 .2 .3 ) re fers to 3rd equation of 2ncl ar t i c l e of 1st Chapter. 
^ 5 . BINOMIAL AND TRINOMIAL OPERATOR REPRESENTATIONS OF CERTAIN 
POLYNOMIALS- If D^  - Ix "^^  °y = f y **"® ^^^ ^^^ 
n 
the binomial ejqpansion for (D +0 ) as 
n n n n-r r (D +DJ S I C. D^ D^ (1 .5 .1) 
' r»o * * 7 
ni 
where ^ _ = 
' ri (n-r) l 
Writing the ser ies on the right of (1 .5 .1 ) in reverse 
order one can write (1 .5 .1 ) as 
n " n ^ "~* (D^+D ) = E Cj. D^ D (1.5.2) 
If f ( x ) i s a function of x alone and g(y) i s a 
function of y alone, then from ( 1 . 5 . 1 ) and ( 1 . 5 . 2 ) , we have 
r 
n /- o n (-")r^"^^ n-r r 
^^x%^ W ( x ) g ( y ) f - I *- D f(x) D g(y) 
' ^ -i r«o rl ^ ^ 
. . . . . ( 1 . 5 . 3 / 
(D^+DJ J f ( x ) g ( y ) U I • D^^(x)D g(y) 
* y ^ -i r=K) r l (1 .5 .4) 
: 20 : 
Similarly , if D^^ | ^ , ^y = ly* ^2 = f z **** trinomial 
n 
expansion for (D^ ^ + D + D^) i s given by 
r+s 
n n n-r ^""'r+s^"' ' n-r-s r $ 
(D^ + D„ + D,) 5 E E D^ Dy D^  
• • • • • \ X * D ad} 
^ y ^ " rso sao r I s i * ^ * 
From ( l * 5 . 5 ) , we also have 
(Djj + Dy + Dz)*" { f (x ) g(y) h(z) } 
r+s 
n n-r ^""'r+s ^" ' n-r-s r s 
5 S E D^ f(x) D g(y) D,h(2) 
r«o 8=0 r i sj * ^ 
• • • • • (1*5•6) 
S imi lar ly , we have 
^°x ^y "^  °x °z "^  ^y °z^ 1^^*^ ^^^^ '^^ ^^^ 
r+s 
n n-r ^""'r+s •^' ' n-s n-r r+s 
= E E D^ f (x) D^ g(y) D_ h(z) 
r=o s=o r 1 s ) * ' 
• • • • • \ 1 * 0 « T^ 
By using these and similar other binomial and trinomial 
expansions of part ia l d i f ferent ia l operators and selecting 
: 21 : 
spec i f i c values of f ( x ) , g(y) h(z) e t c . the partial d i f ferent ia l 
operator representations of certain well known polynomials have 
been obtained in chapter II of the present thes i s . 
S 6 . LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES- In 1991, 
S*F. Ragab [81] defined Laguerre polynomials of two variables 
L (x ,y) as follows: 
(a,p) 
L^ (x ,y ) 
r (a) 
r (n+a+l )r (n+p+l ) n ^"^^ ^n-r^^^ 
£ I • • • • . . (1 .6 .1} 
n I rso XI rCa+n-r+Dnp+r+l) 
where L (x) i s the well known Laguerre polynomial of one 
n 
variable . 
Ragab also gave the following exp l i c i t representation 
(a ,P ) , ^ 
of L^ Cx,y) equivalent to the def init ion (1.6*1): 
L„ (X, y) = 5 Z E ——-
( „ l ) '^ =<> ^ ( « * ! ) , ( ? « ) , '.' M 
• . . . . (1 .6 .2 ) 
: 22 : 
Besides obtaining recurrence r e l a t i o n s for L ( x , y ) , 
Ragab e s t ab l i shed ce r t a in s e r i e s expansions for these poly-
nomials and gave the following r e s u l t : 
(a,p) 
( x , x ) 
(a^l)„ (^+1)„ 
(n 1) 3^3 
- n , - ^ , - ^ ; 
a+1, p+1, a+p+1; 
4x 
• • • • • (1*6*3) 
The same year S.K. Chat ter jea [29] obtained a generating 
(x,y) from which he obtained ce r t a in in te res -function for L 
n 
t ing r e s u l t s . He a l so es tabl i shed the following general r e s u l t 
2 ( a ,p ) ( n l ) L^ (x,y) 
n 
( - n ) j . 
r=o r I (a+l). X 2^1 




• • • • • (1»6»4) 
Cha t t e r j ea also gave an a l t e r n a t i v e proof of (1 .6 .3) and 
obtained the following r e s u l t : 
n I 




r«o ( n - r ) l (a+D^. (p+l) . 
• . . • • (1 .6 .5) 
: 23 ! 
which i s a particular case of Hie general result (1 .6 .4 ) 
In chapter I I I of th i s thes i s some new generating function 
a f i n i t e sum property and integral representations for 
L (XfY) have been obtained* 
Alsoy Laguerre polynomials of three variables 
L- (x ,y , z ) have been defined as 
(a ,p .Y) , , (l^a)„ ( 1 ^ ) ^ ( i n ) , 
L„ ( x , y . z ) « 3 
(n 1 ) 
Ic s r 
n n-r n-r-s ^'"'r+s+k x y z 
% Z Z t ' ( 1 ,6 .6 ) 
r=o s«o ks=o r j si kl (l+a)ij (^'^)s ( I + Y ) ^ 
(fffPfY)^ 
Some Interesting particular cases of L^^ (x ,y , z } 
have been observed and the following integral representations 
established: 
i f f X (rwx) y ( s - y ) z ( t -z ) L„ (x,y,z)dxdydz 
o o o " 
a+ ?\ B4u Y-f >" 
=:B(a+l ,A) B(p+l,ti) B ( Y + 1 , ^ ) r S t 
( l+a)„ (UP)„ ( l n ) „ („^;^, p ^ ^ ^^^) 
Ln ( r , s , t ) (1 .6 .7) 
( l+a+A)„( l+p^)^( ln+>' )n " 
: 24 : 
^ • r ( p ) n q ) 
where B(p,q) » —-— —, 
T (p+q) 
L„ (x,y,z) 
i (l+a)„ (!+§)„ ( l n ) „ 
5 
8 sin(a+l)ii sin(p+l)n sin( Y+DufC-a) TC-P) T C - Y ) (n I ) 
(o+)(o+)(o-»-) - o - l -p-1 -Y-1 -u-v-w 
I I S (-U) (-v) (-w) e 
(1 + T; + ? + ^) dudvdw (1 .6 .8) 
and 
ao oo o* a p Y -u-v-w ( O , P , Y ) 
/ / / u v w e L (xu,yv,zw)dudvdw 
o o o 
7(1+0+0)7^(1+^+0) Fd+Y+n) n 
« 3 ( l - x - y - z ) (1 .6 .9) 
(n 1 ) 
Certain generating functions for (1 .6 .6 ) have also been 
obtained and the Chapter i s concluded by the introduction of 
Laguerre polynomials of nHvariables defined as follows: 
: 25 : 
( « ! fOto» • • •»<3t«) 1 » " 2 m' VX^ fXryt*»»t ^-J 
m 
« (1+aJ yn 
1*2 ' 
( n j ) m 
X £ £ • . • £ 
m r . 
r,=o r2=o IB m 
• 1 ' 
m 
« (l-HxJ j ' n H - l - j 
(1 .6 .10) 
Certain generating functions for (1 .6 .10) have been 
obtained and in the end the following multinomial operational 
representation of (1.6.10) have been given: 
OH-l m f l m4-l 
f X D + « D^ + n D^ + . . . + n D ) J e f e " ^ - l : x ^ ^ ] 
m - X 
( n l ) e m+1 j = l ^ j ^n ( X j , X 2 , . . . , x ^ ) 
(1 .6 .11) 
§ 7 . GENERALIZED SISTER CELINE'S POLYNOMISL- In 1947, S i s t e r 
Celine (Fasenmyer [44]) concentrated on polynomials generated by 
( l - t ) ' ' pF, 
a 
^ ' " " V - 4 x t 
n=o 
a i » ! • • " f a p t 
^1 » • • • » b V 
n 
( 1 . 7 . 1 ) 
: 26 : 
which y i e ld s 
n 
a a'* 2^ » • • • » a 9 
b i » • • • »b i 
P+ /q+2 
- n , n + l , a j ^ , . . ' t a p ; 
(1 .7 .2) 
In Chapter IV of the presen t t h e s i s , polynomials (1 .7 .2 ) 
have been genera l i zed as follows: 
f „( It, A ; a ^ , . . . , ap ;b j^ , . . . , b ^ ; x) 
p+k+r cf^ -k+l 
/:\(k,-n),n+Pk , a j ^ , . . . , a p ; 
. . • . * ^ l . V * 3 / 
For p a r t i c u l a r values of the parameters and special 
arguments, the polynomial (1 .7 .3) reduce to S i s t e r Cel ine ' s 
polynomial, Legendre polynomials P_(x) , Gegenbauer polynomial 
C^vx), u l t r a s p h e r i c a l polynomial P^ ( x ) . R ice ' s polynomial 
Hj^(^ ,P ,v ) , Bateraan's polynomials Z^(x) , F,^ ( z) and their 
u l t r a s p h e r i c a l type gene ra l i za t i ons , P a s t e r n a k ' s polynomial 
m 
F^(z) and i t s u l t r a s p h e r i c a l type g e n e r a l i z a t i o n and simple 
Besse l ' s polynomials y«(x)« 
: 27 : 
Next, the polynomials ( l . 7 , 3 ) have further been genera-
l ized as fol lows: 
f«(lc,A,ii;a, , . . . , a _ ; b , , . . . , b ;x) 
n^'^'^>»"-l p'"l' 
p+lc+r cr^ -k+l 
/ \ ( I c , - n ) , n+>^  ,aj^,.. .»apj 
A( l c+1 ,^ ) , bj^,. . . ,b ; 
(1.7.4) 
For i^ a 7^  , ( 1 .7 .4 ) becomes ( 1 . 7 . 3 ) . Further (1.7.4) 
( a , p ) , ^ 
includes as special cases Jacobi's polynomials P^ ( x;, 
generalized Rice* s polynomial H^  (&fP»v) due to 
Khandelcar [ 7 l ] , Jacobi type generalization of Bateman's polyno-
m 
mials 2^(x), ^^(z) and Pasternak's polynomials F ( z ) . I t al 
includes generalized Bessel polynomials y - (a ,b ,x ) and Hahn 
polynomial Q^(x,a,^ ,N). 
Final ly ( 1 . 7 . 4 ) have also been generalized as follows: 
so 
^n^^»*•/^'^*»^1 * • • •»^''^l* • • •'''q*''^ 
p+r+1 q+s+1 
A ( s ' » - l , n ) , b ^ , . . . , b i 
* • • « • ^ i . * / . 0 ^ 
: 28 : 
For r = s > k» (1,7*5) becomes ( 1 . 7 . 4 ) . Besides a 
special case of (1 .7 .5 ) includes Konhauser's polynoalals 
Z^Cxik). 
Replacing x by :2 and l e t t ing | ]M—>«» in ( 1 . 7 . 4 ) , 
A 
one gets 
f j^ ( k;^; a j ^ , . . . , a i b j ^ , . . . , b ; x) 
p+k q+k+1 • • •* . (1 .7 .6} 
The polynomials (1 .7 .6) include as special cases Laguerre 
(a) 
polynomials L ( x ) , Hermite polynomials H ( x ) , Gould and Hopper' 
m 
generalization g_(x,h) of Hermite's polynomials* Krawtchouk's 
polynomials K^(x;p,N), Meixner's polynomials Mj^(x;p,c), 
(a) 
Charlier's polynomials C ( x) , Sy lvester ' s polynomial (?_( x) 
n n' 
and Gott l ieb's polynomials C^_(x;7\). 
n' 
Next replacing x by - and letting | ?\ \ 
^ 
in 
(1.7.5), one obtains 
f „ ( r , s ; j i ; a j , . . . , a p ; b j , . . . , b ^ ; x ) 
: 29 : 
p-i-r cfi-s+l (1 .7 .7) 
For r = s = k, (1 .7 .7 ) becomes ( 1 . 7 . 6 ) . Further (1 .7 .7) 
a 
includes Konhauser's polynomials Z|^(x;k) as a particular case. 
Chaf>ter IV of the present thes is i s a deta i l ed study of 
polynomials ( 1 . 7 . 3 ) , ( 1 . 7 . 4 ) , ( 1 . 7 . 5 ) , ( 1 , 7 . 6 ) and ( 1 . 7 . 7 ) 
where besides discussing some basic propert ies , certain genera-
ting functions and integral relat ions have been obtained. The 
chapter is concluded by giving the following relat ionship between 
Laguerre's polynomial L (x) and Bateman's general izat ion 
( V , b ) 
Z (x) of 2 ( x ) : 
( ^ ^ • i a ) ^ 2 
:„ ^ (a ,x ) 
(nl) ' 
a^n^) {(!+«)„} 
- a - t V 4 (a) 
/ t e 
(a) 
L^ (xt) L^ ( -x t )d t 
. . * • • \ X . T . o) 
: 30 : 
For a = 0 , ( 1 . 7 . 8 ) reduces to 
2 
2 1 - - 1 / 4 
^n^^ ^ * 7 " S ® L^(xt) L „ ( - x t ) d t (1 .7 .9) 
! « O 
where L^(x) i s simple Laguerre polynomial. (1 .7 .9 ) appears 
in S i s t e r Ce l ine ' s work, Fasenmyer [ 4 4 ] . 
§ 8 . LAGRANGE POLYNOMIALS OF TmcE VARIABLES- Lagrange poly-
nomials f i r s t occurred in c e r t a i n s t a t i s t i c a l problem way back 
in 1867. Exactly a f t e r a century , K.C. Mi t ta l and B.L. Sharma 
[77,78] in 1967 revived i n t e r e s t in Lagrange's polynomials by 
obta in ing some formulae for these polynomials. S.K. Chatter jea 
[ 2 8 ] , H.M. Srivastava and J . L . Lavoi [88] in 1975, K.C. Mi t t a l 
[76] in 1979 and H.M. Sr ivas tava [85] in 1980 fur ther inves t iga te 
i n to these polynomials. 
Lagrange polynomials ^ denoted by the symbol 
(a»p) 
9n ^^ff) > are defined by (c f . e . g . , Erdelyi [SO]) 
-a -p " ( a , ? ) n 
(1-xt ) (1 -y t ) =r E g^ (x,y) t , (L.8.1) 
n=o 
H.M. Sr ivas tava [85] and H.M. Srivastava and J .L. Lavoi 
[88] e s t ab l i shed the following r e l a t i o n s h i p of Lagrange's 
: 31 : 
polynomials with Jacobl polynomials. 
l„ (x ,y) = y P„ ( ^ ) (1 .8 .2) ^n ^-f// / - n > y 
(a-n,p.n) ( -« ' -P>, x+1 x-1^ , , . x^ 
P (x) = g ( - - j - , - -5-} Vl .8 .3 ; 
and 
(a ,p) n ( -a-n , -p-n) 
g^ ( x , y ) = ( y - x ) P„ ( ^ ) (1 .8 .4) 
Cha t te r jea [ 2 8 ] , H.M. Srivastava [85] and H.M. Srivastava 
and J .L . Lavoi [88] obtained some elegant b i l a t e r a l generating 
r e l a t i o n s for Lagrange polynomials. 
In 1991, M.A. Khan and A.K. Sharma [65] defined 
q-analogue of Lagrange*s polynomials (1 .8 .1) and obtained some 
very i n t e r e s t i n g formulae for these polynomials and pointed out 
t h a t t h e i r g-analogue i s an in t e res t ing spec ia l case of Brenke 
type polynomials. 
In Chapter V of the present t h e s i s a three var iab le 
analogue of Lagrange polynomials have been introduced and 
: 32 : 
ce r t a in r e s u l t s involving these polynomials and the four Appell*s 
function Fi»F2»^3 ^"^ ^4 ^^^® *^®" obta ined. 
§ 9 . TRANSFORMATIONS FOR q-LAURlC£LLA FUNCTIONS- in 1972, 
G.E« Andrews [15] defined q-^n«tlogues of L a u r i c e l l a ' s multiple 
hypergeometrie s e r i e s F . , F Q , F Q and FQ and denoted them by the 
(n) (n) (n) ^(n) 
symbols <P;^  » 9^ » VQ ^^^ ^Q r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
In Chapter VI of the present thes i s the techniques of 
G.E. Andrews [12,13,14] have been applied to ob ta in the following 
transformations of q-Laur ice l la functions in to trte basic or 
q-hypergeometrie funct ions 
n^n^ ^ l ' ^ ' * * •»^»^i»*^2»'"»*^n*^»^^ 
(a | ^ , a2» . . .»a^ ;q )^ i^m)^ 
( b j , b 2 , . . . , b ^ ; q ) ^ 
(n) 
^B l^^^l/^i* b 2 / a 2 , . . . , b ^ / a ^ - , 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 i z ; a j ^ , a 2 , . - . , ^ ) 
n-zeros 
(1 .9 .1) 
and 
: 33 : 
n+l^n^^»aj^ . . . . . a^ ;b j , . . .»b^vq>z) 
( b ^ , . . . , b ^ ; q ) ^ ( z ; q ) . 
(n) 
A^ ^^*^l^^i*'"*^n^^n^^*^*'"*^*^l*'*''^n^ (1 .9 .2) 
i>-zeros 
These r e s u l t s provide conversion of n-fold summations 
i n to a s ingle summation which may be looked as a r e s u l t analogues 
to the Cauchy's mul t ip le in t eg ra l formula. 
CHAPTER II 
BINOMIAL AND TRINOMIAL OPERATOR REPRESENTATIONS OF CERTAIN 
POLYNOMIALS 
^1» INTRODUCTION- In this chapter, f in i t e s er i e s representatio 
of binomial and trinomial partial d i f ferent ia l operators have 
been used to es tabl i sh operational representation of various 
known polynomials. The technique used seems to be quite original 
in nature and the re su l t s obtained are believed to be new. 
§ 2 . DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS AND RESULTS USED- In deriving the 
operationsl representations of various polynomials, use has been 
made of the fac t that 
- d 0 X a r - X , D= ;T-, (2 .2 .1) 
where /\ and ^ are arbitrary real numbers* 
In particular, use has been made of the following results: 
r -X r -X 
D e = (-1) e (2 .2 .2) 
: 35 : 
r - a r - a - r 
D X » ( a ) ^ ( -1) X • • • • • \ 2. »2 »3} 
r - o - n r - a - n - r 
D X « (a+n)j^ ( -1 ) X 
n-r a-l+n ^*'n a - l + r 
D X a — X 
( 2 . 2 . 4 ) 
. • * « • \ ^ . ^ . 3 / 
n-r - a ^*'n ^ ' -a -n+r 
D X ( 1 - a - n)j. 
. . • • • ( 2 . 2 . 6 ) 
where n and r denote +ve i n t e g e r s . 
We a l s o need the d e f i n i t i o n s of the fo l lowing polynomials 
i n terms of hyperge©metric funct ions and a l s o t h e i r no ta t ions 
( s e e R a i n v i l l e [ 8 2 ] ) ; 
I^agendre Polynomials 
I t i s denoted by the symbol P„(x) and i s def ined as 
P„(x) - 2 F ^ 
- n , n + l ; 
1; 
1-x ( 2 . 2 . 7 ) 
Lagggrre Polynomials 
(a) 
I t i s denoted by the symbol L (x) and i s def ined as 
: 36 : 
L„ (x) . 1^1 
-n: 
l+o; 
• • • • • \2»2« 8^ 
Jacob! Polynomials 
(a,p) 
I t i s denoted by the symbol P (x) and i s defined as 




2 (2 .2.9) 
mtraspherical Polynomials 
The special case ^ s a of the Jacobi polynomial is 
(a,a) 
called ultraspherical polynomial and is denoted by P^ (x) 
It is thus defined as 
(o,a) 
P_ (x) * 
(1+a) 
n 





The Gegenbauer polynomial ^^ C^^ ) is a generalization of 
Legendre polynomial and is defined as 
ci'(x) 
(2V), 






Bateman*s polynomial Z (x) i s defined as 
: 37 : 
Z«(x) 
n^" ' 2^2 
- n , n + l ; 
1 ,1 ; 
. . . . (2.2.12) 
Bateman's Genera l iza t ion of Z^(x) n 




V-f ^ , 1+b; 
(2.2.13) 
I t may be remarked here t ha t the above polynomial is 
Gegenbauer type g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of Zj^(x). We w i l l therefore 
adopt the symbol Z ( b , t ) . Thus, we have (see Chapter IV also 
of t h i s t he s i s ) 
z;;;^(b,t) 2^2 
-n ,2 i^+n; 
2^ + \ , 1+b; 
(2 .2 .14) 
A Jacobi type generalization of Z (x) may be denoted by 
I 38 : 
the symbol Z^ (b,x) and be defined as (see also Chapter IV 
of this thesis) 
(a»P), . 





Rice ' s polynomial H ("£,?,v) i s defined by 
H„(^,p .v) = 3F2 
- n , n + l , ^ ; 
1 f p ; _ 
(2 .2 .16) 
A Jacobi type generalization of Rice's H (^ ^ , p , v ) i s 
due to Khandekar [71] vrtio denoted h is generalized polynomial by 




( - ^ . P , , ) . _ _ J : 3P^  -n , l+a+p+n,^; 
1+0» P; 
(2 .2 .17) 
S i s t e r Celine* s Polynomials 
S i s t e r Celine (Fasenmyer [44]) denoted her polynomial 
by the symbol 
: 39 : 
flj^f** »a 5 
b | » • • • , b ; 
q J 
and defined i t by 
Sj^f • • • » * - # 
bjL»«» " f b • 
F p+2 q+2 
•n,n+l ,aj^, . . . ,a ; 
1, 5 ,b , . . . , b i 
^ 
. . . . (2 .2 .18) 
Bessel Polynomials 
Sinple Bessel polynomial y^ C^x) i s defined by 
"^njn+l; 
^n^ *> - 2^0 - 5 * (2 .2 .19) 
and the generalized Bessel polynomial y^(a«b,x) is 
defined as 





The Tchebicheff polynomials Tj^(x) and U (^ x) of the 
f i r s t and second kinds, respect ive ly , are special ultraspherical 
: 40 : 
polynomials. In detail. 
ni 
^2>n 
( i 1\ 
(x) (2.2.21) 
(n+l) ^2*5^ 
" (I). " 2'n (2.2.22) 
In terms of hypergeometrie function their definitions 
will be as follows: 
T„(x) - F^^  
"-









L 2 * . 
(2.2.23) 
(2.2.24) 
Konhauser*s polynomials (see H.M. Srivastava and 
H.L. Manocha [90]) are denoted by the symbol Z (x;k) and is 
defined by 





A ( k , a + 1 ) ; 
( | ) (2.2.25) 
Lacganae Polynomials 
»n 
( see H.M. Srlvastava and H.L. Manocha [90]) 
Lagrange's polynomials g^ ^ (x,y) are defined by 
(a.p) 










Similarly, Lagrange polynomials of three variables may be 
denoted by the symbol g^ ( x , y , z ) and be defined as (see 
'n 
also Chapter V of th is thes is ) 
(a,p,Y)^ ^ («^n n n n-r ^'^K^S^^^T^^K r s 
, ( x , y , z ) = — - X E Z — ii) ( - ) 
" nI r«o s=o r I s I (1-a-n) 
r+s 
(2.2.27) 
or a l ternat ive ly as 
(a,p,Y) (a) n n 
9 
n 
( x , y , 2 ) = X F,[-n;p,Y; 1-a-n; -Jf, | ] (2 .2 .28) 
nl ^ ^ ^ 
where Fj^  i s an Appell function defined by 
: 42 ! 
Fj^(a;b,b»;c;x,y) « I • (2 .2.29) 
n,kso kl nl (c)j^j^ 
Laquerre polynomials of two and three variables 
S«F. Ragab [ 8 l j , in 1991, defined Laguerre polynomials 
(a,p) 
of two variables L^ ^ (x,y) as fol lows: 
(2.2.x) 
Similarly, Laguerre polynomials of three variables may be 
denoted by L (x ,y , z ) and be defined as 
L^ ( x , y , z ) » ^ 
(nl) 
k s r 
n n-r n-r-s ^""'r+s+k ^ y ^ 
» Z l E (2.2.31) 
rao s=o k=o rl si kl (l+a)ij (l-»f)g (I+Y)^. 
: 43 : 
I 3 . OPERATIONAL REPRESENTATIONS- I f Djj = | ^ and D = | - , 
n 
we can write the binomial expansion for (D + D ) as 
X y 
n n n-r r 
(Dj j+Dy) = Z C^ Djj Dy, ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) 
nl 
where "c = ' . If we wr i te the f i n i t e s e r i e s on the 
^ r l ( n - r ) l 
r i g h t of ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) in reverse order we can a l s o wri te ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) as 
n n -. r n-r 
(Dv + OJ = £ C_ D^ D^ ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) 
X y j . ^ t A y 
If F ( x , y ) i s a funct ion of x and y , we obtain the 
fol lowing from ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) and ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) : 
n n <-">r ^'^^ n-r r 
(D^ + D j F ( X , Y ) = E D D F(x,y) (2 .3 .3 ) 
^ Y r«o r l X y 
and 
n (-">r (-l)"" r n-r 
(D . + D j F(x ,y ) = r • D^ D^ F ( x , y ) 
( 2 . 3 . 4 ) 
X y ' ^ ^ ' ^ • ' ' r ^ , , X y 
In p a r t i c u l a r , i f F (x ,y ) = f ( x ) g ( y ) , we can write 
( 2 . 3 . 3 ) and ( 2 . 3 . 4 ) in the form 
n , , n ^-">r ^"^^ n-r r 
°^x -" °v^  1^ ^^ ) ^^ y^  \' ^ °x ^^""^ °v ^^ y^  
• • • • • v^*^*^7 
: 44 : 
and P 
n , . n (-">r ^-^> r n-r 
(D^ + D j | f ( x ) g ( y ) f = E D f (x) D g(y) 
• • • • • (2*3*6} 
Now by talcing special values of f(x) and g(y) in 
(2 .3 .5) we obtain the following binomial part ia l d i f ferent ia l 
operator representations of some of the well known polynomials: 
n /• n -1 -n ? -1-n 9^ (D^ + Dy) j x y 1= nl y p^( l - £^) (2 .3 .7) 
n r a+n - y ? a -y (a) 
(Dj^  + D ) [x e j - s n l X e L^ ^ (x) (2 .3 .8) 
n r a+n - l - a - 6 - n I (D^ + Dy) j X y J 
* nl X y P^ (1 - ^ ) (2 .3 .9) 
n (- a+n - l - 2 a - n ? 
y 
a - l - 2 a (a,a) , 
= nl X y P^ ( 1 - 7 ^ ) (2.3.10) 
(D^ + Dy) 
n ^ y - -5 + n -21^-n 7 
^ X y J 
, , , X ^ y c ^ ( i - ^ ) (2.3-11) 
( 2 V ) ^ n y 
: 45 : 
^^x-'V"!^""^ y'^ i^ '^ i^ n '^ "^  y""" n^^ ^ "T^ (2.3.12) 
n < n + 75 -2-n 1 
(D^ + Dy) {x 2 y J 
•^l^i^n 5 -2-n 2 , 
=. . X y u _ ( l - $ 2 ) (2 .3 .13) 
(n+1)I " y 
n <• n n - 1 - n ) 2 - 1 -n ^ 
(Djj '^ y -^  Dz^ J x y 2 J ^ d i l ) z Zj^(|Jt) (2.3.14) 
n c ^ " 2 * " b^ -n - 2 ^ - n J 
(D^Dy + Djj) {x y z J 
, v'- i b - a v ' - n 
- ( > ' - « - 5 ) „ (b+1)^ X ^ y z Zn ( b , 1 ^ ) . . . . (2 .3 .15) 
(Dx 
n C a+n b+,i -1 -a -p-n 2 
Dy + Dj) IX y 2 J 
a b - l - a - 0 - n ( a ,p ) 
= ( l+o)„ (^ +*>>n ^ y ^ Zn ^* '^ ? ) • • • • (2.3.16) 
{ n p-l+n -1-n - f 7 w x y z J n r    "^ (D D + D D ) ^ • -^  
^ w X y z ' 
P-1 -1-n - ^ 
"1 (P)n ^ y ^ " n ^ l - ' P * - yi^ (2 .3 .17) 
n f n p-l+n -1 -n - ^ -2 7 
(Ov 0 ^ + Dx ^y 02> {^ ^ '^  y « J 
p -1 -1 -n - ^ - 2 
»• n\ ( p )^ w X y -^  e H ^ ( | | , P , ^ ) (2 .3 .18) 
: 46 : 
n/. a+n p-l+n -1-a-p-n -"? 7 
o p-1 -1-a-p-n -IE (o,p) 
* " ! ( P > n * ' "^ y z ^ H „ ( | , p , Z2|) ( 2 . 3 . 
. ^ n r a+n p-l+n - l -a -8 -n -1^ - z ? 
( V w + V y P z ) 1^ " X ^ y > e / 
a p-1 -1-a-p-n -1£ - z (a,p) 
- n l ( p ) ^ v w X y ^« H„ ( ^ . P . ^ ) . . . . (2.3.20) 
n r n+1 —y 7 n+1 -y 
( D 2 / x - ^ V 1^2) ^ r ^ l > « yn<x> (2.3.21) 
n r ^ a-l+n -y 7 
a-l+n - y 
= (B^ ® yn(atbfX) (2 .3 .22) 
(D - 1 ^ J^  -1) ^^ y f 
X y ^ 
n a p (a»p) 
= nl (-1) X y g^ (x,y) (2 .3 .23) 
k 
^ - 1 S±2 _ , a+lc 
(i^ ) . . . (^) 
- 1 .^ - 1 g-t-K 1 
5f_ k ••• V I. ' "• A "l X, "T" "* x« "T" * ^ » "P 
T B (lei) ( _ 2 ) ^ . . . ( ^ ) ^ 
•^  1 
a If 
X Zn ((xj^Xj.-.x^)"^ ; k ) . (2.3.24) 
: 47 : 
I 4 . TRINOMIAL OPERATOR REPRESENTATIONS- If D^^ = ^ , 
D = rr; and D - ^ ^ » *® *^ "^ write the trinomial expansion 
n 
f o r (Djj •*" ^ y "^  ^z^ ^® 
n n n-r ~^ "^ r^+s ^ ' n-r-s r s 
(D^+D>D_) = E Z D^ D^ D_ . . . . ( 2 .4 .1 ) 
* ' ' r a o s = o r ) SI * ' ' 
Operating ( 2 . 4 . 1 ) on F ( x , y , 2 ) , we get 
n 
(Djj40y+D2) F ( x , y , z ) 
r+s 
n n-r '""'r+s *" ' n-r-s r s 
« E E D D D F ( x , y , z ) (2 .4 .2 ) 
r«o s=so r J s 1 ^ 
In part icular , i f F(x,y ,2) = f (x) g(y) h(2) then (2 .4 .2) 
gives 
(D^+D +D )^ ^ f (x ) g(y) h(z) } 
r+s 
n n-r ^""'r+s ^"^' n-r-s r s 
Z £ 0^ 0^ g(y) D_ h(2) (2 .4 .3) 
r=o s=o r I s 1 ' 
Similarly, we have 
(D^Dy + Dj^z + DyDj) f f (x) g(y) Mz) ] 
r+s 
n n-r ( - n ) _ , . ( -1) n-s n-r r+s 
=« E E ^^ D^ f(x) D„ g(y) D, h(z) 
rao s=o r I 8] * ^ * (2.4.4) 
: 48 : 
Choosing special values of f ( x ) , g(y) and h(2) in 
(2 .4 .3 ) and (2 .4 ,4) we obtain the following trinomial operator 
representations: 
n r a p Y 7 
(D -1 + D , •»• D _ , ) [ X y z ; 
X y z 
n o p Y (a.PfY) , , 
= nl (-1) X y z g^ (x ,y , z ) (2 .4 .5) 
n r a+n p+n "^ 1 
(^x^y * ^x^z + V z ) b y « / 
2 a p - z (a ,p) 
a (nl) x y e L^ (x,y) (2 .4 .6) 
n ^ n+a n+p y+n "•** 7 
^^yP^z ^ ° x V w -^  °x°z°w + Vz°w> i '^  y ^ « J 
3 a p Y -w (a,p,Y) 
= (nl) X y z e L^ (x ,y , z ) . (2 .4 .7) 
CHAPTER III 
ON LAOJeRRE POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
| 1 . INTRODUCTION- In 1991, S. F. Ragab [81] defined Laguerre 
polynoiaials of two variables L (x,y) as follows: 
L„ (x,y) 
r (a) 
r (n+a+l )r (n+p+l ) n ^'^^ ^n-r^ ^^  
s • • " £ — — — — — — — » » ^ — ^ - i — — . , , . , ( 3 » 1 « 1 ) 
") ^^ ri r ( a + n - r + l ) r ( p + r f l ) 
w^ere L (x) i s the well-known Laguerre polynomial of one 
n 
variable. 
The def in i t ion (3 .1 .1) i s equivalent to the following 
(a,p) 
e x p l i c i t representation of L^ \ x , y } , given by Ragab: 
(«,p) («^i)„ (P^i^n n n-r ^-">r+s ^"^^ L„ (x ,y) 5 z I 
(n I) ^^ ^^ (a+1)^ O+Dj . r) si 
•. • . . V 3 .1 • 2/ 
: 50 : 
Ragab gave the following recurrence relat ions for 
L^ ( x , y ) : 
(a ,p) ( a - l , p ) p+n (a+l ,p) 
a Lj^ (x ,y) » (a+n) L^ (x ,y ) + x L^^ (x ,y) 
(3 .1 .3 ) 
(a,p) ^ (a ,p- l )^ ^ a+n (a,p+l) 
P Ljj (x ,y) = (p+n) L^ (x ,y ) + y L,^^ (x ,y) 
n 
Also, if m i n; then 
2 t (a+t ,p) 
„ « ( - n ) t [ ( n - t ) ] ] X L ^ ^ (x,y) 
^ ( l+«)^ (1+a-m)^ il^a^t)^^ H^)^^ 
2 (a-m,p) (n I ) L (x ,y) 
• • . . • \ < J . 1 . 4 y 
(o+l-m)^ (p+1)^ 
. * • • • v3*l .5^ 
2 t (a,p+t) 
„ _ ( -n)^ [ ( n - t ) l ] y L„_^ (x,y) 
K I \ 
t»o * (1+P)t ( l+P-n)t ( i+P+*)n-t ^^"^^^n-t 
2 (a,p-m) 
( n i ) L^ (x,y) 
• • • • . (3.1*6) 
: 51 : 
For s s 1, (3 .1 .5) and (3*1«6) reduce to (3«1.3) and 
(3*1.4) respectively* 
He also established the following series expansions for 
I-„ (x ,y ) : 
E - 2 . L (x,y) - L „ [ ( x - z ) , y ] (3 .1 ,7 ) 
t«o t\ ^ ^ " 
E ^ L_. .^ (x,y) « L^ (y) ( 3 .1 .8 ) 
t -o t l "^^ nl " 
n _* (o ,p+t ) (flttp)^ 
E •*- L. ^ ( x , y ) = . L „ [ x , ( y - 2 ) ] ( 3 .1 .9 ) 
t -o t l '*^^ " 
n ^* (a.p+t) ^^*^>n (a) 
E "^ L^+ (x,y) » L (x) (3.1.1C 
tao t l '*"* n) " 
(xy) (a+2t) ni (a,a) 
^ "Tz—T" '^iv-.2t (^ •'•y^ * " : — : '-n ^'^•Y) • • • • • ( 3 « i . i i ) 
t - 0 t l ( o + l ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ( a + l ) ^ " 
t 
n (xy) (a+t) (p+t) (a,p) 
d o t\ (-n) ^"-^^""^ ^'^^ ^^ ^ * ^ " ^"'^^ (3 .1 .12) 
t 
t 
n (-xy) (a+t,p+t)^ (a) (p) 
S - 7 - — 7 - Ln.t ( x . y ) - L „ (x) L„ (y) (3 .1 .13) 
t»o t l ( -n)^ ^^ " " 
: 52 : 
Z ' L^^. ( x , y ) 
2 n 
(n l ) ( l+z) (tttP), X y 
, — ; L ( , ) (3 .1 .14) 
Later, the sane year Chatterjea [29] gave the following 
(a.p) 
generating function for L^ ( x , y ) : 
(a .P) , , n 
- n\ L„ (x,y) t 
n=o («+!)„ P^"^ >^n 
t 
e QFJ(—;a+l5-xt) QF^(—;p-i-l;-yt) (3 .1 .15) 
Chatterjea pointed out that the generating relation 
(3 .1 .15) g ives the following resu l t s : 
nl (flt.P), (a) 
L^ (x,0) = L^ (x) . . . . . (3 .1 .16) (P*l)„ "^ 
n\ (a .p) (p) 
L„ (0,y) » L (y) (3 .1 .17) 
(o+l) " " 
: 53 ; 
which, in part icular , yield 
(0 ,0) (a) 
L^ (x ,0) - L (x) (3 .1 .18) 
n n 
(o,p) (p) 
Ln {0,y) « Lj^  (y) (3 .1 .19) 
Using the formula 
Q F ^ ( - - ; C ; P Z ) QF^(—;c' ;q2) 
n 
<* (pz) 
ss I _ « F i ( - n , l - c - n ; c » i q / p ) , (3 .1 .20) 
n«o nl (c) ^ 
n 
he also obtained the following re su l t from ( 3 . 1 . 1 5 ) : 
2 ( t , p ) 
(ni) L^ (x ,y) 
(«^1)„ 0>1)„ 
n ^-")r E 
r«o rl (a+i )^ 
X 2pj^(-r,-a-r;l-4f;y/x) (3 .1 .21 ) 
Further, using y » x and employing the formula 
QF^(—;aix) QFJ^(—;b;x) 
• 2^3^2*^ 2**»?*^ ^^ ' 5»a,b,a+b-l;4x) (3 .1 .22) 
: 54 : 





i 3^3 (nl) 
-.„. «±|±i, a±|a, 
a+1, ^-fl, a-tf-i-1; 
4x • • • • • v3«X«^3/ 
a mention of which was already made in the work of Ragab [81] • 
Lastly,using the following generating function of 
Bate man 





n-o (a+Dj, (?+l)„ 
(3 .1 .24) 
Chatterjea obtained the following resu l t from (3 .1 .15) on 
changing -x into 5 ( x - l ) and - y into j (x+l ) : 
n\ 
(.*!)„ ((i+l)„ 
( a > P ) 1 1 





r=H> (n-r)) (a-H)^ O + D ^ 
. . . . . ( 3 . 1 . 2 5 ) 
which i s a particular case of the general result ( 3 . 1 . 21 )* 
: 55 : 
(a,p) 
I 2 . NEW GENERATING FUNcnONS FOR L^ (x,y) - I t nay be 
remarked that (3 .1 .2 ) may be written as 
(a ,p) ( l*«>n( l^^)n _ 
L„ (x,y) =r n ip«[-n;l+o,l+Pix,y] (3 .2 .1) 
n (nl) 
where ijlj i s a confluent hyperge©metric function of two 
variables ( see H.M. Srlvastava and H.L. Manocha [90]) and i s 
defined as 
k n 
« ^^^n+k ^ Y 
'i»o[a;b,b*tx,y] = E Z (3 .2 .2) 
^ n«o k«o kl n | (b)^ (b*)^ 
Fxirther, in view of the following def ini t ion of Besse l ' s 
function J||(z)» for n not a negative integer 
n ^ 
(z /2) ,^^ 
J-(z) =« ^ = o F i ( — ; l + n ; - i - ) , (3 .2 .3) 
" r ( l + n ) "^  ^ 
the generating function (3 .1 .15) of Chatterjea [29] can be 
written as 
ni t" (a»P), 
E '• L ( x , y ) 
n»o (1+a)^ (1+p)^ 
-a /2 - B / 2 t 
- f ( l + a ) n i - ^ § ) (xt) (y t ) e J^ (2y"xt) Jp(2ryt) 
: 56 ; 
We now give the following generating function for 
L^ ( x ,y ) : 
ni ( c )^ L^ (x,y) t 
Z 
n=o («+l^, ^P^^^n 
-c 
« (1-t) lj|2t^ «»«'*"^ » P+^ » T 5 | » T H ^ (3,2.5) 
Generating function (3 .2 .5) i s believed to be a new 
(a,p) 
generating function for L^ ^ ( x , y ) . If, in the above 
generating re la t ion , we replace t by ^ and l e t | c l —> ••, 
we shall obtain the generating relat ion (3.1.15) due to 
Chatterjea [ 2 9 ] . 
Interesting special cases of (3.2.5) are as follows: 
(a,p) n 




= (1- t ) 'i '2U+pil-Hx,Hf ; - ^ , ^ ] (3.2.6) 
(o,p) n 
nl L ^ (x.y) t 
I — 
- (1 - t ) l i l 2 [ l+a ; l+a , l+§ ; |^ , ^ ] (3 .2 .7) 
: 57 : 
Yet, another generating re lat ion of in t eres t for 
L (x,y) i s as follows: 
n l i?^), 
n=« (ii)j^ < i+^)n 
L„ (x,y) t 
- A ( 3 ) 
- ( 1 - t ) F 
> : : — ; — ; l + a r n-a-1;—;—; 
H : : — ; — ; — : — ; l + p ; l + a ; 
t _ v t xt 
• • • • • \ 3 * 2 * 8/ 
where F [ x , y , z j denotes a general t r i p l e hypergeometrie s e r i e s 
defined as (see H.M. Sr ivastava and H.L. Manocha [90]) 
(3)^ , (3) 
F [ x , y , z ] = F 
( a ) : : ( b ) ; ( b ' ) ; ( b " ) ; ( c ) ; ( c ' ) ; ( c " ) ; 
( e ) : : ( g ) ; ( g ' ) v ( g ' « ) : ( h ) ; ( h ' ) ; ( h " ) ; 
x,y ,z 
IB n p 
r r ? A(m,n ,p ) - f e - ^ f j -
m=o n=o p«o . . ^. 
• • • • • \ 3 » <i »7 ) 
where, for convenience, 
: 58 : 
A B B* 
A(».n,p) = - J - i J-i 1-4 
t t » • » 
X - fj j -l I • • • . . (3 .2 .10) 
* ^9* )-4.- « ( h . ) % ( h . ) « (h ,) 
and (a) abbrev ia tes the array of A parameters a^^yS^t. . . » a . , 
with s imi lar i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s for (b) , (b*)» (b '*)» e t c e t e r a . 
The t r i p l e hypergeometric s e r i e s in (3 .2 .9 ) converges absolutely 
when 
(3 .2 .11) 
14E4G+G* •4H-A-B-B' ' -C ^ 0 
l+£-KrH3'+H»-A-B-B'-C' 2 0 
1+E+G»4<3»»+H»»-A-B'-B»»-C*' 2 ^ 
where the e q u a l i t i e s hold true for su i t ab ly constrained values 
of | x | , | y | and | z j . 
: 59 : 
^3. A FINITE SUM PROPERTY OF L^ ^ (x,y)- It is easy to 
derive the following finite sun property of the Laguerre 
polynomials of two variables L^ vx»y}: 
L (xz,yz) 
I (1-2) z L^ (x,y) 
k»o ni (n-k)j (l+a)ij (l+P)^^ 
• •••• v^*^* ^/ 
PROOF OF ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) - The genera t ing r e l a t i o n (3.1.15) together with 
the f a c t t h a t 
t 
e Q F ^ ( — i l + a i - x z t ) QFJ^(—;l -^^ ; -yz t ) 
( l - z ) t z t 
* e e Q F ^ ( — ; l + a ; - x ( z t ) ) QFJ^(—; l+Pi -y (z t ) ) 
y i e l d s 
(a ,p) n 
nl Lj^  (xz,yz) t 
Z 
n«o («+i )n ^P'^^^n 
- (1-2) t - '^  ^n ^""'^^ ^ ^ 
- ( E ) ( Z ) 
nao n n=o (1+a)^ (1+P)« 
from which we g e t ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) . 
: 60 : 
^ 4 . INTEGRAL REPRESErfTATIONS- Using the def in i t ion (1 .2 .14) 
of Beta function It i s easy to derive the following integral 
(a,p) 
representation for L^^ Cx,y): 
t s o p-1 Y *b-l (a»Y), 
/ / X ( s -x ) y ( t - y ) L^ (x,y) dxdy 
o o 
(1+a)^ (1+Y)„ s t (a+p,Y^^), ^ 
« B(a+l,p) B ( Y + 1 , ^ ) ^^ — rr L ( s , t ) 
(l+a+§)^ (1+Y+ d)„ 
. . . • • ( 3.4.1) 
Using the integral (see Erdelyi [34]) 
(o+) 2-1 - t 
2 i sin « z r ( z ) « - / ( - t ) e dt (3 .4 .2) 
and the fac t that 
r s 
« « •. ( - n ) . ^ y X n n n—r ^+s 
(1-x-y) = E L (3 .4 .3) 
r=o s=so r 1 s i 
i t i s easy to derive the following integral representation for 
(a,p) 
L„ ( x , y ) : 
2 
4 sin (a-H)« sin (p+l)w H - a ) H - P ) (nl) (a,p) 
L - r (x ,y) (1^«)„ (UP)„ n 
,(o+) Jo+) -a -1 -p -1 -u-v ^ „ n 
- / / (-u) ( -v) e ( i ^ ^ + JC) dudv 
• • • • . . . * • ( 3.4.4) 
: 61 : 
2 
(n I ) • • a 3 -u-v (a,p) 
/ / u V « L_ (xu,yv) dudv 
F(l+o+n)'r(l+P+n) o o n 
n 
« (1-x-y) . . . . . (3 .4 .5 ) 
^ 5 . LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF THREE VARIABLES- Laguerre polynomials 
of three variables L ( x , y , z ) are defined as: 
(a,p.Y) ^^^>n ^^^>n ^^ T^^ >n 
L^ (x .y . z ) 3 
(n l ) 
. . k s r 
n n-r n-r^s ^""^r+s-fk * ^ * 
X E E E - (3 .5 ,1) 
rso 8»o k=o r j 81 kl il*a)^ (1+?) , (1+Y)y 
In terms of confluent hype rge one tr ie function 1^ 2 of 
three variables defined as 
(3) 
mm <m ^ ( a ) m n p T ^^m+n+p » xf » , V 
- E E E .. ^ ^ i - (3 .5 .2) 
m«o n=o p«o (b , ) (bo) (b-) • ' " ^^  
^ I'm ^ 2'n ^ 3'p 
we can rewrite (3 .5 .1) as 
: 62 : 
L„ ( x , y , z ) 
il^)^ (1^P)„ ( l n ) „ (3j 
« 3 ^2 L-n|l+a,l4^,l+Y;x»y»z] (3 .5 .3 ) 
(n I ) 
Some interesting particular cases of L^ (x>y,z} 
are as follows: 
ni (a ,p,Y), , (a .P) , , / . ^ .x 
L„ (x ,y ,0 ) » L„ (x ,y ) ( 3 .5 .4 ) (1-Y)„ " 
ni (a .p .y) («fY), 
L„ ( x , 0 , z ) * L_ (x ,2 ) (3 .5 .5 ) (1+P)„ " 
nl (a,p,Y)^ ^ (P»Y), 
L-, ( 0 , y , z ) =» L^ (yfZ) (3 .5 .6) 
2 
^"•^ (a,p.Y), ^ ( a ) , ^ 
^ ; L (x ,0 ,0 ) = L (x) (3 .5 .7 ) 
( l+p)„ (1+Y)n " " 
2 
^"!^ (a,P,Y), ^ (P), ^ 
L^ (0 ,y ,0 ) - L (y) (3 .5 .8 ) 
2 
^"'^ (« .P ,Y) , , (Y ) , ^ 
L^ ( 0 , 0 , z ) = L„ (z) (3 .5 .9) ( I fa )^ (1+P)„ " 
: 63 : 
Results similar to ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) , ( 3 .4 .4 ) and (3 .4 .5) for 
Lj^ (x»y,z) are as fol lows: 
r* r^ r^ " . ^^'^ P/ ^^'^ ^/ .^'^ ( « . P , Y ) , 
J J J X (r-x) y ( s -y) z ( t - z ) L_ (x,y,z)dxdyd2 
0 0 0 " 
a+^ p+ji Y+^ 
B(o+l,;^) B(p+1,^) B(T"H,V)r s t 
(1-Hr)„ ( 1 ^ ) „ (l-hY)„ («+;» ,p-»ti,Y+>^) 
L^ ( r , s , t ) . ( l+a+7i)^ (1-^p-ni)^ (l+Y+^)n " 
(3 .5 .10) 
( « . P f Y ) , 
L„ (x,y,z) 
i (1+a)^ ( l+p)„ (1+Y)n 
X 
8 sin (a+Dn sin(p+l)« s i n ( Y + l ) « r ( - a ) F ( - p ) ^ ( - Y ) (nJ)^ 
(o+)(o+)(o+) -a -1 -p-1 -Y-1 -u-v-w 
/ / / (-U) (-V) (-w) e 
( 1 + T : + ^ + 3 ) dudvdw (3 .5 .11) 
and 
0. «. - o p Y -u-v-w (a ,p ,Y) , 
/ j / t t v w e L (xu,yv,zw) dudvdw 
o o o 
T'( 1-Hx+n) T ( 1+p+n) r ( 1+Y+n) n 
» » (1-x-y^z) (3 .5 .12) 
( n | ) ^ 
: 64 : 
ia 8 Y) 
1 6 . GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR L^ ' ' ( x , y , z ) - On the l i n e s of 
(a,p) 
derivation of the generating re lat ions for L (x,y}» we have 
the following generating relat ions for L^ (x»y,z) : 
2 n 
(n l ) t (a ,p ,Y) , 
E : L„ ( x , y , z ) 
n-o ( l+a)„ (l+p)„ (1+Y)n " 
t 
* « oFj^(—;l+ai-xt) QF^^C—il+p;-yt) QFJ^(—il+Y*»-zt) . . . . (3 .6 .1) 
In view of the definition( 3 .2 .3) for Bessel function, we 
can also write (3 .6 .1 ) as 
2 n 
L« ( x , y , 2 ) 
n*o (l+a)j^ ^^-^^n ^^ "^ ^^ n " 
^ - a / 2 - p / 2 - Y / 2 
V{ 1+a) -R 1+p) r ( m ) ( xt) (yt ) ( z t ) 
K9 J^ (2fxt) Jp(2yyt) JY(2yzt) ( 3 .6 .2 ) 
- ("!> (C)n t" ( J 
^ ^— Ln *^  ( x , y , z ) 
"-0 (l+a)n (l+p)n ( l n ) n " 
-C (3) 
- d - t ) llFj [C;l+a,l+p,l+Y; -g i , - j ^ , 1^] (3.6.3) 
: 65 : 
If in (3«6*3)» we replace t by g and l e t |c{ 
we obtain (3«6 .2 ) . 
Special cases of (3.6*3) are as fol lows: 
2 n 
(ni) t (a ,p ,Y) , 
£ _ _ _ — L (x ,y ,z ) 
n ^ " n 
- a - l (3) 
= (1 - t ) ^2 [l+a;l-Hx,l+p,l+Y;|rx, • ^ , ^ ] (3 .6 .4) 
2 n 
(nl) t {ot,p,y) 
L„ (x ,y ,z ) 
n=K) (!+«)„ (1+Y)n " 
- p - 1 ( 3 ) + X X 
(1-t) 1^ 2 Cl+Pil+o»l+P»l+Yi|lX» ^ ' TTI^  (3.6.5) 
2 n 
(nl ) t (o ,p ,Y) , 
£ ;—^ _ L_ (x ,y ,z ) 
n=o (l+a)„ (l+^)„ " 
—Y""i (3) 
- ( l - t ) ^2 [ ln ; l+a , l+P , l+Y; | l l , ^ . 1^3 (3.6.6) 
In view of generating function (3 .6 .1 ) the following 
f i n i t e sum property for L (x ,y , z ) can e a s i l y be proved: 
: 66 : 
L„ ( x t , y t . t t ) 
2 n-k k 
„ (kl) ( l ^ ) „ ( l ^ ) „ ( l n ) „ ( l - t ) t („^p^^j 
a I y^ L^ ( x , y , z ) 
^'^ (n-k)l (nl) ( l+a)^ ( l ^ f ) „ ( m ) , , 
• • • • • (3«6*7) 
S 7 . LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS OF MHVARIABLES- Laguerre polynomials 
of m-variables can now e a s i l y be defined as 
(n I ) * r^-o r j -o r , - o 
X • • • • • v^*'*!/ 
j l l ' ^ j ! A'^*"j^»*i-3 
Confluent hypergeometric function of m-variables i s 
defined as 
(m) 
• 2 f 3 ; C j ^ , C 2 , . . . , C j j ^ ; x ^ , X 2 » . . . , x J 
( a ) X '' X ^ 
= E E E i—^ 2 . . . 
^1-^^2-0 '^ m-o (<^l>r/<=2)r,--^^ni>r ^l' '«.' 
• • • • • \3 •7 "Z) 
: 67 : 
Using (3«7 .2 ) , we can write (3 .7 .1 ) as 
*'ji V * j ^ » * 2 * * • •» n» 
j - 1 J " (m) 
ijlj [-n;l-»-aj^,...,l>aj|jiXj^,...,xJ (3 .7 .3 ) 
( n l ) ' 
A generating function for (3.7.1) is as follows: 
m-l n 
«• (nj) t (<*!»• ••»"ra^ , 
^ — m ^n ('^ I'-'^ 'V 
j«l J " 
t B 
a e w -.F,(—;l+a^;-X4 t) (3.7.4) 
j«l '^  A J J 
Using the def init ion ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) for Bessel function, 
we can ( 3 . 7 . 4 ) as 
•Hi n 
«• (n l ) t (ai»«2»*"»"in^/ 
™ ""S ^n ( x ^ , X 2 , . . . , x ^ ) 
^ ^ X ( 1 + a J ^ j - 1 J '^  
m ffl -aj /2 t m ,__». 
= X yil-^a.) X ( t x . ) J e X J i^iTTl) (3 .7 .5) j « l ^ J=l J J«l *J ^ 
Yttt another generating foimula for ( 3 . 7 . 1 ) i s as given 
below: 
m-1 n 
(nl) (c) t in „ ^ \ 
«• • ^ 'n v<'fi»«2» • • •»%' 
n L ""» " ^n ( x i , X 2 , . . . , x ^ ) 
ns»o j - 1 ^ " 
- c (m) x . t X t 
a (1 - t ) l>2 Cc»^+«i»»«*»i+an» T=I'*"»l5l^ (3 .7 .6) 
I f in ( 3 . 7 . 6 ) , we replace t by | and l e t |c) > o., 
vve obtain ( 3 . 7 . 4 ) . 
Properties similar to ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) , ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) , ( 3 . 4 .4 ) and 
( 3 . 4 . 5 ) eas i ly fo l low. 
A multinomial operational representation of (3 .7 .1) 
i s as follows: 
m nH-l m+1 mfl ^ ( « D , + « D , + n D^ + . . . + K D^ ) j=l *j j=l '^ j j - 1 '^ j j=2 '^ J jfm j ^ l 
X e »*^ n X. M = ( n l ) " e »+l , x 
c j « l J -• j= l J 
>c L„ ^ 2 ' ' • (^^^^^ ^^) ( 3 . 7 . 7 ) 
m m 
where % A^ stands for A,Ao...A. and « A4 
j-1 J ^ ^ " j»l J 
ma ans A1A2. • •^ r«,i^ x+l r^2 • • • '^• 
CHAPTER IV 
SOME GENERALIZED SISTER CELINE'S POLYNOMIALS 
5 1 . INTRODUCTION- In 1947, S i s t e r Ce l ine (Fasenmyer [ 4 4 ] ) 
c o n c e n t r a t e d on polynomials g e n e r a t e d by 
- 1 
p q 
a^ i , • • • , a 5 
- 4 x t 
°1 °a' 
oo 
=• £ f 
n=o n 
a ^ , . . • , a ; 
b« y • • . , b 1 
n 
( 4 , 1 . 1 ) 
which y i e l d s 
* 1 * ' * * * ^ ' 
bj^» • • • » b _ » 
p+2^q+2 
- n , n + l , a j ^ , . . ' t S ; 
1 » 2 » b j ^ , . . . , b ; 
. . . ( 4 . 1 . 2 ) 
Her po lynomia l s inc lude a s s p e c i a l c a s e s L e g e n d r e ' s 
po lynomia l s P ( l - 2 x ) , some s p e c i a l J a c o b i po lynomia l s . 
R i c e ' s H ^ ( f e , p , v ) , Bateman's Z^( x) and F^(z) and P a s t e r n a k ' s 
F ( z ) which i s a g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of Ba teman ' s F „ ( z ) . The s imple 
* n n 
B e s s e l ' s po lynomia l i s a l s o i n c l u d e d . 
: 70 : 
In t h i s chap te r a genera l i za t ion of ( 4 . 1 , 2 ) has been 
given which inc ludes Legendre's polynomials ^n^'^^f Gegenbauer's 
polynomials C ( x ) , U l t r a s p h e r i c a l polynomials, R ice ' s poly-
nomials H (""r , p , v ) , Bateman's polynomials 2 (x) and F ( z ) , 
m 
Pas t e rnak ' s polynomials ^rS^)t simple B e s s e l ' s polynomials 
y (x) and provides u l t r a s p h e r i c a l type gene ra l i za t ions of 
Bateman's polynomial 2 (x) and F^(z) and Pas t e rnak ' s polynomial 
m 
F „ ( z ) . 
Of these g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s the one for Z (x) was given 
m 
by Bateman himself but those of ^j.i^) ^jS^^ ^^ ® believed 
to be new to the l i t e r a t u r e , 
A generat ing function for t h i s genera l ized polynomial 
and some other i n t e r e s t i n g r e s u l t s have been obtained, 
A fur ther g e n e r a l i z a t i o n have a lso been es tabl ished 
which besides including a l l those polynomials t h a t are included 
in above g e n e r a l i z a t i o n , also includes J a c o b i ' s polynomials 
(a ,p) ( a ,p ) 
Pj. Cx), genera l ized R i c e ' s polynomials H ( &,p ,v ) 
due to Khandekar [ 7 l ] , general ized Besse l ' s polynomials 
y (a ,b ,x) and Hahn's polynomials Qj^(x;a,p,N) and provides 
: 71 : 
Jacobi type genera l iza t ions of Bateman*s polynomials Z (x) 
m 
and F (z) and Pas te rnak ' s polynomials F-Cz) which are bel ieved 
to be new to the l i t e r a t u r e . 
A s t i l l fur ther gene ra l i za t ion includes Konhauser's 
a 
polynomials Z (x;k) also which is not included in the above 
mentioned two gene ra l i za t ions . 
A spec ia l case of t h i s gene ra l i z a t i on has also been 
studied which includes Laguerre polynomials L (x ) , Hermite 
m 
polynomials H ( x ) , general ized Hermite polynomials g^(x,h) 
due to Gould and Hopper, Krawtchouk's polynomial Kj^(x;p,N), 
(a) 
Meixner 's polynomials M^(x;p,c) , Char l i e r polynomials C^ ( x ) , 
S y l v e s t e r ' s polynomials <t'-( x) and G o t t l i e b ' s polynomials 
§ 2 . GEN:£R.ALIZED POLYNOMIALS- Consider the polynomials 
def ined by 
A ( k , - n ) , n+A , a j ^ , . . . , a p ; 
p+k+1 q+k+1 
_ A ( k - » - l , A ) . b^»«--»b ; 
( 4 . 2 . 1 ) 
: 72 : 
For p a r t i c u l a r values of the paramaters and special 
arguments, the polynomial (4 .2 .1) reduce to the following 
known as well as new polynomials: 
( i ) f j j ( l f 1 ; a j ^ , . . . , a p j b j ^ , . . . , b ^ ; x) 
p+2^q¥2 
-n ,n+l ,a j^ , »»»ta i 
7^,l,bj^, . . . , b ; 
( 4 . 2 . 2 ) 
vrtiich i s S i s t e r C e l i n e ' s polynomials (4 .1 .2 ) 




2 ( 4 . 2 . 3 ) 
which i s Legendre ' s polynomials Pf* '^* '^ 
1-x, ( i i i ) f^Uf2V ',Vi—i ^ ) = 2 ^ 1 
-n ,2L '+n; 
V ^ ; 
1-x 
n 
( 2 3 / ) ^ '^  
c!'(x) ( 4 . 2 . 4 ) 
^) 
where C ( x) i s Gegenbauer's polynomial . 
(iv) f„(l,l+2a; a + ^ ; — ; ^ ) 
: 73 : 
2^1 
-n ,n+2a+l ; 
a+1; 
1-x 
n l ( a ,a ) 
P . (x) ( l . a ) „ " 
(a»a) 
where P (x) i s u l t r a s p h e r i c a l po lynomia l . 
(v) f „ ( l . l ; ^ , 2 V P ; v ) = 3F2 
- n , n + l , | ; 
1 , P; 
( 4 . 2 . 5 ) 
( 4 . 2 . 6 ) 
which i s R i c e ' s polynomial Hyj(^,p,v) 
"^n,n"«-l; 
( v i ) f ^ ( l , l ; | ; l ; x ) = ^,^ 
1 , 1 ; 
( 4 . 2 . 7 ) 
which i s Ba teman ' s polynomial ^ ^ ^ * 
1 1+z. ( v i i ) f „ ( l , l ; ^ , ^ i l ; l ) = 3F2 
- n , n + l , TT ( 1 + z ) ; 
1 , 1 ; 
( 4 . 2 , 8 ) 
which i s a n o t h e r Bateman's polynomial F ( z ) . 
: 74 : 
(viii) f^(l,2T;; V;l+b;t) = ^F 2*2 
-n,n+2v^ V 
l/+ ^, 1+bv 
(4.2.9) 
which is a generalization of Bateman* s polynomial ^^ .C x) and 
was given by Bateman himself. For it we shall adopt the 
(^ ) , 1 
symbol Z (b,t). Fori^= ^, b = 0 it reduces to 2j^(t). 






which is an ultraspherical type generalization of Bateman's 
polynomial P^ '^'^^ ^^^ ^ ® believed to be a new polynomial. 
(a,a) 
For it we adopt the symbol F (p,z). For a = 0, p = 1 
it reduces to Bateman's polynomial F ( z) . 






which i s Pas t e rnak ' s polynomial P«( z) 
(4 .2 .11) 
: 75 : 
( x i ) f ^ ( l , l + 2 a v a + ^ , ^^t|±!S; m+l ; l ) 
3^2 
- n , n+2a+l ,-i( 1+z+m) ; 
'2' 
l+a ,m+l ; 
1 ( 4 . 2 . 1 2 ) 
which i s an u l t r a s p h e r i c a l type g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of P a s t e r n a k ' s 
p o l y n o m i a l s and i s b e l i e v e d to be a new po lynomia l . For i t we 
( a , a ) 
s h a l l adop t the symbol F^ „ ( z ) . For a = 0 i t r educes to 
n 9 m 
m 
P a s t e r n a k ' s polynomial F - ( z ) « 
( x i i ) f j ^ ( l , l ; ^ , l ; ; - | ) = ^Q 
• n , n + l ; - ^x 
. . . . ( 4 . 2 . 1 3 ) 
which i s simple B e s s e l ' s po lynomia l Yj^i^) ' 
Next , cons ide r the f o l l o w i n g g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of ( 4 . 2 . 1 ) : 
f^Clt* A » i i ; a j ^ , . . . , a p ; b j ^ , . . . , b ; x ) 
p+k+1 q+k+1 
/ ^ ( k , - n ) , n+;^ , a j ^ , . . . , a ; 
^ ( k + l , n ) , b j ^ , . . . , b 
( 4 . 2 . 1 4 ) 
: 76 : 
For v^ =A»(4.2.14) becomes (4 .2 .1) and hence (4 .2 .14) 
includes a l l those polynomials as special cases which are 
included in ( 4 . 2 . 1 ) . 
Besides (4.2.14) includes some more known as well as 
new polynomials as special cases which are not included in 
( 4 . 2 . 1 ) . These are as given below: 





n l (o,p)^ ^ 
P_ (x) ( 1 ^ ) , " 
(a ,p) 
where P (x) is Jacobi* s polynomial. 
. . (4 .2 .15) 
(x iv ) f^ ( l , l+a+p , l+2a ; "£ ,a + ^ ; p ; v ) 





~ H „ ( ^ , p , v ) 
n 
. . (4 .2 .16) 
: 77 : 
( a , P ) , 
where H ( ^»P»v) i s the generalized R i c e ' s polynomials 
due to Khandekar [ 7 l ] . 





which is a Jacobi type genera l iza t ion of Bateman's polynomial 
Z (x) and i s bel ieved to be a new polynomial. For a = p = y - ^ 
i t reduces to (4 .2 .9 ) . Also for . a = p = b = 0 i t becomes 
Bateman's polynomial 2 ^ ( x ) . We sha l l adopt the symbol 
Z (b ,x) to denote the polynomial ( 4 . 2 . 1 7 ) . 
(xvi) f ^ ( l , l+a+p , l+2a; a + ^ , ^ ; P iD 
3^2 
-n ,n+a+^+l , ^ (1+z) ; 
l + a , p ; 
. . . . . (4 .2 .18) 
which is a Jacobi type genera l i za t ion of Bateman's polynomial 
F (z) and i s bel ieved to be a new polynomial. For p = a i t 
^,v.:--A--'"i'!''.«; 
Aoc No. '-^ 
: 78 : 
reduces to (4.2.10) . Also for a = p - 0 , p a l I t becomes 
(a,p) 
F ( z ) . We shal l adopt the symbol F^ 
polynomial ( 4 . 2 . 1 8 ) . 
(p ,z) to denote the 
( x v i i ) f^ ( l , l+a+P, l+2a; a + ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ra+l;l) 
3^2 
-n , n+a-»f +1 ,^( 1+z+m) ; 
l+a, m+1; 
. . . (4 .2 .19) 
which is a Jacobi type g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of Pas t e rnak ' s polynomial 
m 
F (z) and i s believed to be a new polynomial. For a = p i t 
reduces to (4.2.12) and for a = p =* 0 i t becomes Pas t e rnak ' s 
m (a ,p) 
polynomial F_(z ) . We sha l l adopt the symbol F„ „ (z) to 
n n ^ m 
denote the polynomial (4 .2 .19) 
( x v i i i ) f ^ ( l , a - l , l ; | , 1 ; ; - | ) 
2^0 
-n , a - l+n ; 
(4.2.20) 
which is a generalized Bessel's polynomial y^(a,b,x). 
( x i x ) f ^ ( l , l + a 4 f , l+2av a + ^ , - x ; - N ; l ) 
: 79 : 
3^2 
-n ,n+a+p+l , -x ; 
l+a , -N; 
( 4 . 2 . 2 1 ) 
which, for a,p > - 1 , n,x = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ,N, i s Hahn's polynomial 
Q^(x;a,p,N) . 
F i n a l l y , consider the fo l l owing g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of 
( 4 . 2 . 1 4 ) : 
f ^ ( r , s ; ^ ,^ i ;aj^, . . . ,a ; b j ^ , . . . , b ;x) 
p+r+l q+s+1 
A ( r , - n ) , n+>» , a^,.,.ta'. P' 
A ( s + l , v i ) , b j ^ , . . . , b 1 
( 4 . 2 . 2 2 ) 
For r = s = k, ( 4 . 2 . 2 2 ) becomes ( 4 . 2 . 1 4 ) and hence a l l 
those po lynomia l s which are i n c l u d e d in ( 4 . 2 . 1 4 ) are a l so 
inc luded in ( 4 , 2 . 2 2 ) as s p e c i a l c a s e s . Bes ides a s p e c i a l :^se 
of ( 4 . 2 . 2 2 ) i n c l u d e s Konhauser ' s polynomial 2 (x ;k ) v/hich i l l 
not be i nc luded in s i m i l a r s p e c i a l case of ( 4 . 2 . 1 4 ) . 
: 80 : 
VVe now c o n s i d e r s p e c i a l c a s e s of ( 4 . 2 . 1 4 ) and ( 4 . 2 . 2 2 ) 
For t h i s we f i r s t r e p l a c e x by - ^ and l e t | ^ | > « in 
A 
( 4 . 2 . 1 4 ) and g e t 
f ^ ( k ; ^ ; a j ^ , . . . , a ; b j ^ , . . . , b ; x ) 
p+k q+'<+l 
A ( k , - n ) , a.j^,...,a ; P ' 
A ( k + l , ^ i ) , b j ^ , . . . , b i 
( 4 . 2 . 2 3 ) 
The polynomial ( 4 . 2 , 2 3 ) i nc lude as s p e c i a l c a s e s the 
fo l l owing po lynomia ls : 









where L^ (x) is Laguerre polynomial. 
(4.2.24) 
(xxi) f„(2; 1 \ 
X 
= F 2^0 
"^  n 
" 5» 





(2x) n n 
H«(x) (4.2.25) 
where H^(x) is Hermite's polynomial. 
: 81 : 
m< m ( x x i i ) f^(m; ; ; ; h ( - ^) ) 
~ nfo h ( - x ' 
m 
1 ™ 
= 7 9n(x,h) ( 4 . 2 . 26 ) 
re 
where g (x,h) i s Gould and Hopper's genera l i za t ion of 
Hermi te ' s polynomial. 
- 1 ( x x i i i ) f ^ ( l ; v-xj-Nip ) 
2^1 
- n , - x ; 
- N } 
- 1 ( 4 . 2 . 2 7 ) 
Which, for 0 < p < 1, x = 0 , 1 , . . . , N , i s Krawtchouk's 
polynomials l< (x ;p ,N) . 
- 1 ( xxiv) ^n^U—;-x;P;l-c ) 
-n,-x; 
2^1 1-c 
- 1 ( 4 . 2 . 2 8 ) 
P ; 
: 82 : 
w h i d i , fo r p > 0 , 0 < c < l , x = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , i s M e i x n e r ' s 
po lynomia ls M ^ ( x ; P , c ) . 
(xxv) f ^ ( l ; — v - x ; — ; - - i ) 
F 
- n , - x ; 
I n ( a ) 
= ( - i ) n^ (-) 
(a ) 
where C (x) i s C h a r l i e r ' s po lynomia l . 
( 4 . 2 . 2 9 ) 
- 1 
(xxvi) f ^ d ; — - x ; — , - x ) = 2^ Q 
- n , x ; 
- X - 1 
ni 
. . . . (4 .2 .30 ) 
wh e r e (t)^(x) i s S y l v e s t e r ' s polynomial . 




- n , - x ; 
l-e^ 
. . . . ( 4 .2 .31 ) 
where {,-(x;p^) i s G o t t l i e b ' s polynomial. 
(4.2.22) and get 
f j^  (r, s; n ; a j^,..., ap ; b j^  f..., b ^; X) 
: 83 : 





For r = s = k, (4.2.32) becomes (4.2.23) and hence 
all the polynomials included in (4.2.23) are also included in 
(4.2.32) as special cases. 
Further, (4.2.32) includes as special case the Konhauser' 
a 
polynomials Z (x;k) which is not included in (4.2.23) and is 
as given below: 










(a+1)^ " kn 
(4.2.33) 
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a 
where Z (x;!c) i s Konhauser's polynomial, 
^ 3 . GENERATING FUNCTIONS- L e t l|j(u) have a formal power-
s e r i e s expans ion 
l|j(u) = £ Y^ ^ • YQ ?^  0 ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) 
Define the po lynomia l s fj^(k;x) by 
k k+1 k 
- A ( -1) (k+1) x t oo ^ r. . 
( 1 - t ) llJ( ^ ^^ ) = I f n ( k ; x ) t ( 4 . 3 . 2 ) 
k ( 1 - t ) """^ 
THEOREM 1- The po lynomia l s fj^(k;x) de f ined by ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) and 
( 4 . 3 . 2 ) have the fo l lowing p r o p e r t i e s : 
/ nv / - n + l \ /'-n-fk-lx „ ^ 
( A ) „ [ f ] ^ - k ^ r ^ " T ~ ^ r - - - ^ T >r ^ r '^  
f^i^i^) = E 
n 1 r=o / A N //Vflx (hi±\ 
^k+l^r 4 + l ^ r ' * * ^ k 7 T ^ r 
( 4 . 3 . 3 ) 
k X f^ (k ;x ) - n f „ ( k ; x ) 
= - ( A + n - 1 ) f n _ i ( k ; x ) - x f^_j^(k;x) , n ^ 1 ( 4 . 3 . 4 ) 
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X f^Clc;x) - n fy^(»c;x) 
n 
= -\^Z f_ (k»x)-2x Z f ^ ( k ; x ) - C k - l ) x Z f .^C Ic; x) , n 2 1 
r=o r=o r=o 
• • • • • ^ 4 « o * d ^ 
x f^{)c;x) - n fj^(k;x) 
n - 1 n - r , . " , v"~^ ' / 
= Z ( -1) ( A + 2 r ) f_ (k ;x ) - ( k - l ) x Z ( -1 ) f^i^i^), n>l 
r=o r=»o 
( 4 . 3 . 6 ) 
PROOF- To o b t a i n ( 4 . 3 . 3 ) , c o n s i d e r 
oo n oo 
E f ( k ; x ) t = Z 
n=o r=o 
k k+1 k 1 
( -1 ) (k+1) x t 
IE (1-t) "TT+Tk+lTr 
= E 
r=o 
k k+1 k _ r 
( -1) (k+1) x t • 
n 
n=o 
( ; \ + ( k + l ) r ) ^ t 
n l 
= z z 
^ ^ ^ n + ( k + l ) r ^ r , ^,^ k+1 
n=o - o ( ^ ) ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ n l 
^ ( ' D (k-Hl) X ^^ ^ r n+kr 
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kr r n 
-k 
Z E 
tf^ ( A ) , , , Y, (-1) X t 
n=0 r=0 (J^\ (d±l\ (h±^\ (r. l,r.M 1, 
oo 
z 
( A ) 
n 
n l 
[f3 (-^)r--(^¥^)r(^-)r ^r^' 




from which ( 4 . 3 . 3 ) fo l lows by e q u a t i n g c o e f f i c i e n t s of t 
I n o r d e r to de r ive ( 4 . 3 . 4 ) , ( 4 . 3 . 5 ) , and ( 4 . 3 . 6 ) , p u t 
k k+1 k 
-A ( -1 ) (k+1) X t 
F = ( 1 - t ) ljl( r -jrn^ ) 
k*^  ( l - t )*^^^ 




k k+1 k 
- A ( -1 ) (k+1) t . ( 1 - t ) llJ , 
k*^  (1- t ) '^" '^ 
( 4 . 1 . 8 ) 
k k+1 k-1 
\ ^ ( -1 ) (k+1) x(k+t) t 
11 = ?^  (1- t ) ^ III + Ijl' 
^ k l^-t)'^ ^ -^^ -
( 4 . 3 . 9 ) 
From ( 4 . 3 . 7 ) , ( 4 . 3 . 8 ) and ( 4 . 3 . 9 ) we find t h a t F 
s a t i s f i e s the p a r t i a l d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ion 
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x(lc+t) ^ - t ( 1 - t ) H = - ; \ t F (4.3.10) 
Equation (4 .3 .10) can be put in the forms 
'^'^i- *ll=-:>^^ -^ *^M- ^*i (^ -3.11) 
v ^ - t 4 £ = - A t F . 2x t dF , il5^1}jc dF U T 19>> 
^ ^ t ^ - - I3E F - TZTE ^ - ' I . t ^ (4.3.12) 
, 2 
^ d F _ t d F _ . ^ P _ 2 t dF ( k - l ) x dF /.I o 1 o^  
' ^ ^ ^ F E - l + T ^ T P E H " 1+t ^ (4.3.13) 
Since F = E f (k ;x) t , equation (4 .3 .11) y ie lds 
n=o 
Z [Ic X f^  ( k ; x ) - n f ^ ( k ; x ) ] t 
n=o 
«» n + 1 oo n + 1 oo , n+1 
* ~ A ^ fn( l t ;x ) t - Z n f ( k ; x ) t - Z x f ( k ; x ) t 
n=o n=o n=o 
= - Z (A+n-1) f„ i ( k ; x ) t - Z x f' ( k ; x ) t 
n=l " -^  n=l ^'^ 
which leads to ( 4 . 3 . 4 ) . 
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Equation (4 .3 .12) y ie lds 
r [x f'(kvx) - n f ( k ; x ) ] t 
n=o " 
n+1 oo r « n+1 
^ ( E t )( E f ( k ; x ) t )-2x ( £ t ) ( E f ( k ; x ) t ) 
n=o r=o n=o r=o 
oo n 
- ( k - l ) x ( Z t ) ( E f ( k ; x ) t ) 
n=o r=o 
« n n+1 oo n , n+1 
= -X ^ 2 f J k ; x ) t - 2x E Z f ( k ; x ) t 
n=o r=o n=o r=o 
oo n I n 
- ( k - l ) x Z Z f ( k ; x ) t 
n=o r=o 
oo n—1 n oo n—1 , n 
A E Z f - ( k ; x ) t - 2x E E f (k; x) t 
n=l r=o n=l r=o 
oo oo , n 
- ( k - l ) x E E f ( k ; x ) t 
n=o r=o 
which leads to ( 4 . 3 . 5 ) . 
From ( 4 . 3 . 1 3 ) , we obtain 
; 89 t 
Z [x f ' ( k ; x ) - n £ ( k ; x ) J t " 
n=o 
oo n n - t - l o o r » n n + 1 
XiZ ( - 1 ) t ) ( E f _ ( k ; x ) t ) - 2 ( E ( - 1 ) t ) 
n==o r=o n=o 
( ? r f ( k ; x ) t ) - ( k - l ) x ( I ( - 1 ) V ) ( Z f ' ( k ; x ) 0 
r=o n=o r=o 
°o n n - r n+1 » n n - r n4 
= - ^ 1 E (-1) f ( k ; x ) t - 2 Z E ( -1 ) r f ( k i x ) t 
n=o r=o n=o r=o ^ 
oo n n - r , n 
- ( k - l ) x I E ( - 1 ) f - ( k ; x ) t 
n=o r=o 
oo n n - r n 
= E E (-1) ( A + 2 r ) f_ . (k ;x ) t 
n=l r=o 
oo n n - r , 
- ( k - l ) x E E ( -1 ) f j . ( k ; x ) t 
n=o r=o 
which g i v e s ( 4 , 3 . 6 ) . 
Thus if ^{u) i s a g e n e r a l i z e d hypergeometr ie f u n c t i on 
* (u ) = pF^ 
3j^» • • • f 9 p » 
bj^ » • • • f b i 
U 
then the f^ (k ;x) def ined by ( 4 . 3 . 2 ) but w i thou t the f a c t o r 




are p r e c i s e l y the polynomials 
^^(Ic, ^ ; a j ^ , . . . , a ^ ; b j ^ , . . . , b ix) given by ( 4 . 2 , 1 ) . I t i s necess-
ary to note tha t in using the generating function we impl ic i t ly 
demand t h a t the parameters a^ and b . be independent of n. 
Thus for ( 4 . 2 . 1 ) , we have the following genera t ing 
r e l a t i o n : 




n=o n I 
f^ ^^ '^/^  53l»"«»3p5*'l»*"»^q»'^^* (4.3.14) 




A(k+1,A )fai »••-fan; k k+1 k 
^ P (-1) (k-H) X t 
A(k+l,ii) ,b^,...,b ; q' 






f^(k,^ ,^ i;aj^ ,...,a ;b^,...,b ;x)t (4.3.15) 
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The g e n e r a t i n g r e l a t i o n fo r ( 4 . 2 . 2 2 ) i s a s g iven below: 
^^"^^ p+r+l^q+s+1 
A , ( ^ + l , ; ^ ) , a ^ , . . . , a p ; . ^ r+1 r 
r-H) X t 
A ( s + l , i i ) , b j ^ , . . . , b ; r ^ ( 1 - t ) ^ - ' ^ 
( A ) 
n 
n=o nl 
^n^^'®» X»^»^l****»^p»^l* '***^q ' ' ^^^ ( 4 . 3 . 1 6 ) 
S ince the p r o o f s of ( 4 . 3 . 1 5 ) and ( 4 . 3 . 1 6 ) a re on 
s i m i l a r l i n e s we prove ( 4 . 3 . 1 6 ) b r i e f l y : 
PROOF OF ( 4 . 3 . 1 6 ) : The r i g h t hand s ide of ( 4 . 3 . 1 6 ) e q u a l s 
n\ / -n-H \ / - n + r - 1 k n 
n=o k=o 
[f] (-f)k(^'.--(=^7^>k(A)n.k'-l)k--(Vk'' * 
"I ''!'l^>k(^)k"-Ok"'i^k--'^) q'k 
= E E 
n=o k=o r k ( n . r k ) l r k l ( ^ ) ^ . . . C ^ ) ^ ( b , ) , . . . ( b ) q'k 
kr k n-«-rk 
= E E 
n=o k=o 
"! ^ ' ' ^ " i ^ > k • • • O k ('>l>k"-(Vk 
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k=o 
t- k rk -^-(r+l)k 






+1) X t 
A(s+1. n),bj^ ,...,b ; ^ ^ -^"^ ^ r+r 
which completes the proof of (4.3.16) 
A generating function for (4.2.23) is as follows: 
® p'^ qfk+l 
a. »a2»»»»f 3p» 
A(k+l,^)»bi»"'»b ; 
k k 




^ ^j^(k;ji;aj^,...,a ;bj^,...,b ix) ^ 
n=o 
... (4.3.17) 




A ( s + l , n ) , b ^ , . . . , b ; 
r r 
( - 1 ) X t 
_r 
n 
= 5. ^n^^»®»*^»^l*'* • » ^ ' ' ^ 1 * * * * '^q»^^ nT . . . ( 4 . 3 . 1 8 ) 
n=o 
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Proofs of (4 .3 .17) and (4.3.18) are easy and hence 
are omitted. 
§ 4 . INTEGRAL RELATIONS- I t i s easy to obtain the following 
integral re lat ions for (4.2 .22) 
1 
i ( o + ) ' 2 - t 1 jj 
/ ( - t ) e fj^(r,s;;^, l i ;5,aj^, . . . ,a ;bj^ , . . . ,b ; - -j)dt 
2V11 * 
« f„ ( r , s ;A .li;ai»-"»ap»*5l»"-»*»qi'^) (4 .4 .1 ) 
1 
1 00 ~ 2 - t 1 
- / t e f „ ( r , s ; > , » i ; a , , . . . , a ; ^ , b , , . . . , b ;x t )dt y» o n ' 1 p 2 1 q 
« f ^ ( r , s ; > ,n;aj^, . . . ,ap;bj^, . . . ,b ;x) (4 .4 .2 ) 
T'^V 1 a,-l b--a,-l 
/ t ^ (1-t) ^ ^ 
r(ai)r(bi-ap 
X f j ^ ( r , s ; ; ^ »^^;a2f . . • , a p ; b 2 , . . . , b ; x t ) d t 
~ ^n^^»^»-^ »^ *»^ 1» • • ' ' ^ ' ^ l * •• •'^•'^^ (4 .4 .3) 
An immediate generalization of (4 .1) and (4 .2) is as 
follows: 
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2 s i n y i i r ( l - V ) 
(o+) -3^ - t 
/ ( - t ) e 
f ^ ( r , s ; >k,|ji; X) , a ^ , . . . . ap^b j^ , . . . , b ^ i - ^ ) d t 
= f j^(r ,s ; A f^4•aJ^, . . . ,ap;bJ^, . . . ,b^;x) ( 4 . 4 . 4 ) 
1 oo -v^-l - t 
/ t e f - ( r , s ; > k , ^ i ; a , , . . . , a t V , b , , . . . , b i x t j d t 
= f ^ ( r , s ; A ,ki;a3^,. . . ,ap;bj^, . . . , b ^ ; x ) . . • « • ^ 4 . * t . D j 
Put t ing r = s = k in (4 .4 .1 ) , ( 4 . 4 . 2 ) , ( 4 . 4 . 3 ) , (4 .4 .4 ) 
and (4 .4 ,5) w» get the corresponding in teg ra l r e l a t i o n s for 
( 4 . 2 . 1 4 ) . While by putting r = s = k and A = t^ in ( 4 . 4 . 1 ) , 
( 4 . 4 . 2 ) , ( 4 . 4 . 3 ) , (4 .4 .4) and ( 4 . 4 . 5 ) the corresponding 
i n t e g r a l r e l a t i o n s for (4 .2 .1) are obtained. 
Some spec ia l cases of i n t e r e s t are : 
1 oo y - i _ t 
/ t 
TiV) o 
f t e f ^ ( l , l ; a j ^ , . . . , a p - , Vfbj^, . . . , b ; x t ) d t 
p-^2^qf2 
- n , n + l , a j ^ , . . - ja^ ; 
1 » ^ » ^j^» • • • »'^fj» 
^ J 
( 4 . 4 . 6 ) 
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which i s S i s t e r C e l i n e ' s polynomial . 
2 s i n a ; i i r ( l - 2 ^ ) 
(o+) ->' - t 
/ ( - t ) e p+2 q+2 
- n , n + l , a j ^ , . . - t a ; 
i dt 
= f j ^ ( l , l » a ^ , . . . , a p ; V , b j ^ , . . . , b ;x) 
1 
( 4 . 4 .7 ) 
1 
oo " ^ - t 
/ t e f ^ ( l , l ; — > — ; x t ) d t = P^(l-2x) ( 4 . 4 . 8 ) 
Vn o n' n' 
2 Vn 
(o+) " 5 - t 2 ^ . ^ 
/ ( - t ) e p ^ ( ^ ) d t = f ^ ( l , l ; — ; — > x ) 
. . . . . (4 .4 .9 ) 
1 oo -J'l - t 
•= / t e f ( l , 2 i ; ; — ; — ; x t ) d t 
n' 
nl i) 
( 2 V ) ^ n ( 4 . 4 . 1 0 ) 
i (o+) -l^ - t V 9v++ 




f ^ ( l , 2 i ; ; — V — ; x ) ( 4 . 4 . 1 1 ) 
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7u.i)° 
o. a- -i - t 
/ t ^ e f^(l,2ort-l;- • ; — ; x t ) d t 
nl ( a , a ) 
P- ( l - 2 x ) (1+a)^ " 
( 4 . 4 . 1 2 ) 
2 s in ( a + ^)nV{^ - a) 
(o+) - a - w - t ( a , a ) 




f ^ ( l , 2 a + l ; V ix) ( 4 . 4 . 1 3 ) 
1 oo - 4 - t 
- — / t ^ e f „ ( l , l ; > J V p ; v t ) d t 
yii o n 
= H „ ( e , p , v ) ( 4 . 4 . 1 4 ) 
'n^f 
i (o+) 
- f -t 
2yn 
/ ( - t ) ^ e H ^ ( | , p , - ^ ) d t 
= f ^ ( i , i ; ^ ; P i v ) ( 4 . 4 . 1 5 ) 
/ t ^ e f ( 1 , 1 ; — , l ; x t ) d t 
Vn o " 
Z„(x) (4.4.16) 
i (o+) - ^ - t 
- — / ( - t ) 2 e Z J -
Tfn CO " 
| ) d t f ^ ( l , l ; — ; l ; x ) ( 4 . 4 . 1 7 ) 
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— Z"" t ^ e f ( l , l 4 + i z ; l ; t ) d t = F_(z) ( 4 . 4 . 1 8 ) 
1 CO V - 1 - t 
j t e f ( 1 , 2 1 ^ ; — ; l + b j x t ) d t 
rcv) o n 
= Z ( b , x ) . . . . . ( 4 . 4 . 1 9 ) 
n 
2 s i n VIt 7^(1-V') 
(o+) -J^ -t (t^) 
f ( - t ) e Z^ ( b , - | ) d t 
Via + i ) ° 
= f^il,2l^i—;l+b;x) ( 4 . 4 . 2 0 ) 
/ " t 2 g f ^ ( l , 2 a + l ; | + ^ 2 ; p ; t ) d t 
( a , a ) 
= F ( p , z ) ( 4 . 4 . 2 1 ) 
j t 2 e f ^ ( l , l ; i + ^z + ^m; m + l ; t ) d t 
Vu o n ^ z ^ 
m 
= F^(z) ( 4 . 4 . 2 2 ) 
1 =o a - i - t 1 1 1 
Y" / t 2 e f ^ ( l , 2 a + l ; ^ + ^z+ ^ m;m+l ; t )d t 
r(--^i) o 
( a , a ) 
= Fn . (^) ( 4 . 4 . 2 3 ) 
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T — / t e f _ ( l , l ; l ; — ; - ixt)clt = y„(x) (4.4.24) 
yn o " ^ n 
i (o+) - i - t , 
^ { ^- t) e y^ ( |2) dt = f ^ ( l , l 5 l ; - . 5 x ) . . . . (4.4.25) 
OS 
1 oo i ; - i - t 
/ t e f^(l,a-l,2>';i;+|;—.- lxt)dt ViV) 
= yj^(a,b,x) (4.4.26) 
i (o+) -3^ - t . 
—=; T- / ( - t ) e y„(a,b, fS)dt 
= f j^( l ,a - l ,2 l^ ; >;+ ^;—ix) (4.4.27) 
1 oo a- -i - t 
- ; r / t '^  e f ( l ,a+p+l,2a+l}—;b+l;xt)dt 
T ( a + ^) o " 
(a,p) 
= ^n ^^'^^ (4.4.28) 
(o+)^ , r « - i _-^ ,(«»p) 
2 s i n ( a . i ) . r ( i . a ) «^ '^"^^ ' ^ - C - ( b , - | ) d t 
= fn(l,l+a+p,2a+l;—;b+l;x) (4.4.29) 
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T(« + i ) o Y" / " t ^ e f ^ ( l , a+p+ l ,2a+ l ; ^ + ^ 2 ; p ; t ) d t 
(a ,p) 
= F^ (p,z) (4 .4 .30) 
Tz J - / t ^ e f ^ ( l , a+P+l ,2a+ l ; ^ + | z + ^m; nj+l; t) d t 
rcot + -s) o 2 
= F„ „ (z) (4 .4 .31) 
1 o« a- i - t 
J - / t ^ e f ^ ( l , a + § + l , 2 a + l ; - x ; - N ; t ) d t 
r ( a + ^ ) o 
= Qn(x;o,p,N) (4 .4 ,32) 
1 oo a- i - t 
= - n - / t -^  e f ^ ( l ; 2 a + l ; — . — . x t ) d t 
y (a + ^ ; o 
nl (a) 
— L„ (x) (4 .4 .33) 
(l+oc)„ "" 
n 
(o+) - a - i - t (a) 




f „ ( l ; 2 a + l ; — ; — ; x ) (4 .4 .34) 
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1 o. >>-! - t , -
Yl^i t e f„(2;3V;^^i);^|; 1*>'*V - X 
(2x) n n H.(x) (4.4.35) 
i (o+) -V - V - 5 
, . . ^ , r / (-1) t ^ Hirhdt 
2 s ini ; i i r ( l -" i^) « n X 
= ( - - ) " f„ (2 ;3V;V+ | , V+ §;x) (4.4.36) 
m / " t " e" f ^ ( m ; ( m + l ) 7 ; ; V + ^ V+ ^ ; h ( - f ) ' " t )d t 
r(V) 
1 °» 
- ^ g„(x,h) 
x 
(4.4.37) 
2 s i n V n T d - V ) 
(o+) -V - y 
/ (-1) t 
i n 
= j - n , ( - . ^ ) " } f ^ ( n , ; ( m + l ) V ; V + - ^ , . . . , V + ^ ; x ) 
(4.4.38) 
1 « x l - l - t , - 1 
/ t e f „ ( l ;2 2;; 1^ i , -x; -N;p t ) d t n^) 
= i<^(x;p,N) (4.4.39) 
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i (o+) -v» - t - 1 
= / ( - t ) e K (x ; -p t .N)dt 
2 s i n V u T ( l - i ^ ) oo " 
f ^ ( l ; 2 v » ; l ? + i , -x ; -N;p) (4.4.40) 
1 oo V - 1 - t I - 1 
— — f t e f „ ( l ; 2 V ; V + | , - x ; p ; ( l - c ) t ) d t 
M^(x;p,c) (4 .4 .41) 
i (o+) -V - t + 
= / ( - t ) e M j x 5 P , - J r ) d t 
2 s i n > ; i i r ( l - y ) « " ^^^ 
= f „ ( l ; 2 i ; i X ; + ^ , - x ; p ; c ) (4.4.42) 
r(v) 
1 « V - l - t , - 1 
/ t e f ^ ( l ; 2 V ; V + ^ , x i — ; - X t ) d t 
nl ( 4 . 4 . 4 3 ) 
— — - / t e f ^ ( i . 2 V . V+ 4 , - x ; — i - ^ t ) d t 
n' 
, n (a) 
= ( - i ) 0„ (X) (4.4.44) 
2 s i n l ^ u T d - V ) "o 
(o+) -y -o^-n ( t / a ) 
/ (-1) t C ( x ) d t 
= ( - \) f ^ ( l ; 2 2 ; ; l ^ + ^ , - x ; —; a) (4.4.45) 
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/ * t ^ e f ( l ; l ; - x ; — ; ( l - e ) t ) c l t 
Vw o " 
= e " ( n ^ x ; > ) ( 4 . 4 . 4 6 ) 
i -Co^) . - i . - " - t . _ ^ _ ^ , 
2 Vn 
; ( - t ) 2 ( 1 ^ ^ ) e („( x ; - log( 1 + ^ ) ) d t 
= f ^ ( l - , l ; - x v — ; ?|) ( 4 . 4 . 4 7 ) 
1 oo ^ ) - l - t ^ k 
/ t e f „ ( l , k - l ; a + l ; — ; 2 ; ; ( $ ) t ) d t V{V) o ' ' "" 
n I a 
(1 + «)kn 
Zj^ ( x ; k ) ( 4 . 4 . 4 8 ) 
2 s i n V ^ T d - l ? ) « 
1 
(o+) -V - t a ^H 
S ( - t ) e Z n ^ l c ( - | ) ; k ) d t 
n I n 
f „ ( l , k - l ; a + l v — } i ; ; x ) ( 4 . 4 . 4 9 ) 
( a ) ( x J , b ) 
I 5 . LAGUERRH'S L^ ( x) AND BATEMAN'S POLYNOMIAL Z^ ( x ) -
Using ( 4 . 4 . 5 ) i t f o l l o w s a t once t h a t 
1 =0 V - 1 - t , . 2 
/ t e f ^ ( l , l + a ; i ^ ; l ^ , l + a ; x t ) d t 
Yi:^) o 
l+rr 2 
= f j ^ ( l , l + a ; - i jS ; 1+a; x ) ( 4 . 5 . 1 ) 
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Ramanujan* s formula which gives the product of two 
,F,' s as an ^^ ^^^ which was proved by C.T. Preece [80] 





1^1 - x - 2^3 
1 
o,g-a ; 2 
X 
1 1 1 ^ 
.. (4.5.2) 
I t y i e l d s a t once 
(a) ( a ) 
Ln (^> ^ n ^ -^> 
(l^a)„ . 2 
= \ ( f (1,1+a;—;l+a;|-) 
'- n j J 
. . . . . ( 4 . 5 . 3 ) 
( V ) 
But Bateman's Z ( b , t ) which i s a g e n e r a l i z a t i o n 
of h i s polynomial Z ( t ) i s g iven by 
( V ) 
^n ^"^'^^ = f ^ ( l , 2 V ; i ; ; l + b ; t ) ( 4 . 5 . 4 ) 
A'ith these r e s u l t s i t i s easy to " r i t e ( 4 . 5 . 1 ) in the 
i n t e r e s t i n g form 
, 1 1 ^ 
Z, 
-n 
( a , x ) 
( n l ) a - t / 4 (a) ( a ) 
2'^r(^) ^(l-a)„}2-'. j t e ^n ^^^^ ^ n ( - ' ^ t ) d t 
( 4 . 5 . 5 ) 
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For a = 0 , (4 .5 .5) reduces to 
.2. 2 1 o» - t V 4 
Z^(x ) = — / e L^(xt) L^(-xt)cit ( 4 . 5 .6 ) 
where L^(x) i s simple Laguerre polynomial . (4 .5 .6) appears 
in S i s t e r C e l i n e ' s work, Fasenmyer [44J . 
CHAPTER V 
ON LAGRANGES POLYNOMIALS OF THREE VARIABLES 
S i . INTRODUCTION- Lagrange polynomials a r i se in ce r t a in 
problems in s t a t i s t i c s . In l i t e r a t u r e they are denoted by 
the symbol g (x,y) and are defined by means of the 
following generating r e l a t i o n ( see [35] ) : 
- a ->p oo (oc,p) n 
(1 -x t ) (1 -y t ) = E g (x,y) t ( 5 . 1 .1 ) 
n=o 
In the present chapter a th ree va r i ab les analogue of 
Lagranges polynomials have been introduced. Cer ta in r e s u l t s 
involving Lagrange polynomials of three va r i ab le s and the four 
Appe l l ' s functions Fi»F2»^3 ^"^ ^4 ^^^® been obtained. 
§ 2 . DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS USED^ Some of the d e f i n i t i o n s 
and no ta t ions used in t h i s chapter are as follows (see [ 9 0 ] ) : 
The binomial coe f f i c i en t i s expressed as 
V > \ ( ? \ - l ) . . . ( ; \ - n + l ) ( - l ) " ( - ; ^ ) „ (A) = ^ J l . ( 5 . 2 .1 ) 
" n( nl 
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- a - ( - ' n ^ " 
( 1 - 2 ) = Z ( 5 . 2 . 2 ) 
n=o nl 
A p p e l l ' s four func t ions of two v a r i a b l e s are given by 
( s ee [82 ] ) 
» ^-^n+k^^^n ( b ' ) , x V 
F i ( a ; b , b ' ; c ; x , y ) = E ( 5 . 2 . 3 ) 
n,k=o " ! Icj (c)^^j j 
- '^)„+k(b)„(b'),xV 
F ; - , ( a ; b , b ' ; c , c ' ; x , y ) = Z • • • . ( 5 . 2 . 4 ) 
^ n,k=o nl k ( ( c ) ^ ( c ' ) , ^ 
( a ) ^ ( a ' ) , ( b ) „ ( b ' ) , x y 
n k 
c 
F 3 ( a , a ' ; b , b * ; c ; x , y ) = E . . ( 5 . 2 . 5 ) 
n,k=o nl k | (c)^^j^ 
n k 
=0 (^>n+k ^*^>n+k '^  y 
F 4 ( a , b ; c , c ' j x , y ) = E ( 5 . 2 . 6 ) 
n,k=o nl k | ( c ) ^ (c ' )}^ 
For d e f i n i t i o n s of va r ious quadruple hypergeometr ic 
f u n c t i o n s see H. Exton [ 3 7 j . However, the L a u r i c e l l a f u n c t i o n 
(4) 
FQ of four v a r i a b l e s i s def ined as ( s e e [89]) 
(4) 
FQ La ,b^ ,b2 ,b3 ,b^ ;c ;X j ^ ,X2 ,X3 ,X4 ] 




k,m,n,p=o (<^) ,,w.„^o •«' "Dl nl Pi 
. • • • • ( 5 . 2 . 7 ) 
: 107 : 
The quadruple hypergeometrie function Kj^ j^  and K^^ 
are defined as ( s e e [37 ] ) 
Kj^j^(a,a,a,a;bj^,b2,b2,b^VC,c,c,d;x,y,2,t) 
^^^k+m+n+p (^l^k ^^2)m ^^3^n ^^4>p k m n p 
— — X y z t 
k,m,n,p=o kl ml nl pj (c),^^^^^ (d)p 
• • • • • (5*2a8) 
K^jCa.a .a .b j ib j^ .b j .b j .b^iCC.c.c jx .y .z . t ) 
(^'k+m^a ( V k "'2)m <''3>n ' " 4 ^ ("s 'p k m n p J - _ — - - - - _ - - » - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - — - - - ^ - - - — ^ _ _ _ _ X y z t 
k,m,n,p=o kl m i n i PI (c)^+„^.n^.p 
^ 3 . LAGRANGE POLYNOMIALS OF THREE VARIABLES- Before we 
( a , p ) 
introduce a three v a r i a b l e genera l i za t ion of g ( x , y } , 
we f i r s t prove the fo l lowing lemma: 
LEMMA-
00 00 00 00 n m 
L L Z A(k,m,n) = S E E A(k,m-k,n-m) ( 5 . 1 . 1 ) 
n=o m=o k=o n=o m=o k=o 
: 108 : 
and 
oo n ni oe ee oe 
S r £ A(k,m,n) = £ £ E A( k,m+k,n+m) 
n=o nj=o k=o n=o m=o k=o 
PROOF: C o n s i d e r t h e s e r i e s 
OS o e OS n+m+k 
£ £ £ A(k ,m,n ) t ( 5 . 3 . 3 ) 
n=o m=o k=o 
n+m+k 
in which t has been i n s e r t e d for conven ience and 
w i l l be removed l a t e r by p l ac ing t = ! • L e t us c o l l e c t the 
powers of t in ( 5 , 3 . 3 ) . We in t roduce new i n d i c e s of summation 
j , s and r by 
k = j , m = s - j , n = r - s ( 5 . 3 . 4 ) 
so t h a t the exponen t (n+m+k) in ( 5 . 3 . 3 ) becomes r . The old 
i n d i c e s n,m and k in ( 5 . 3 . 3 ) are r e s t r i c t e d , as i n d i c a t e d 
in the summation symbol, by the i n e q u a l i t i e s 
n 2 0 , m ^ 0 , k 2 0 ( 5 . 3 . 5 ) 
Because of ( 5 . 1 . 5 ) the i n e q u a l i t i e s ( 5 . 3 . 5 ) become 
r - s 2 0» s - J 2 0 , j 2 0 
: 109 : 
or 0 £ s ^ r , 0 < . j ^ s with r , the exponent on t , 
r e s t r i c t e d only in t h a t i t must be a non-negative i n t e g e r . 
Thus we a r r ive a t 
ee oe eo n+ni+k oo r s r 
£ I £ A(k,m,n)t = I Z Z A( j , s - j , r - s ) t 
n=o in=so lc=o r=50 s=o j=o 
• . * • • (5 .3 .6) 
and iden t i t y (5 .3 .1) of the Lenma follows by p u t t i n g t = 1 
and replacing the dunmy ind ices j , s and r on the r i g h t 
by dummy indices k,m and n. 
In the Lemma, equat ion ( 5 . 3 . 2 ) i s merely (5 .3 .1 ) wr i t t en 
in r eve r se ; i t needs no separa te de r iva t ion . 
We now define the th ree va r iab le analogue of Lagrange 
(a .P .Y) , 
polynomials g ( x , y , z ) by means of the following 
generat ing r e l a t i o n : 
-a -p -Y oo (a,p,Y)^ ^ n 
(1 -x t ) (1-yt) ( 1 - z t ) = r g^ ( x , y , z ) t 
n=o 
. . . » . (5 .3 .7) 
Expanding the L.H.S. of (5.3.7) by (5.2.2), using the 
result of the lemma proved and finally equating the coefficient 
: 110 : 
n 
of t , one ge t s 
(a,p,Y) n k ^*^^n-k ^^^k-p ^^^p n-k k-p p 
g„ ( x , y , z ) = E E X y z 
" k=o p=o (n-k) I (k-p) I p I 
• • • • • v^*3* o) 
(a ,p ,Y) , 
Polynomials g^ ( x , y , z ) can be regarded as a 
gene ra l i z a t i on of Lagrange polynomials from two to three 
v a r i a b l e s as i t can eas i ly be seen that 
( < X , ^ » Y ) i<*'t?) 
g^ (x ,y ,0 ) = g^ (x ,y ) (5 .3 .9) 
Also, 
(a ,p ,Y) , , (a,P+Y), 
g^ (x ,y ,y ) = g^ (x ,y) (5 .3 .10) 
( a , p , Y ) , ^ (a+Y,p) 
g^ (x ,y ,x) = g^ (x ,y) (5 .3 .11) 
( a , p , Y ) . ^ (a+P,Y) 
g^ (x ,x ,y ) = g^ (x,y) (5 .3 .12) 
( a , p , 0 ) (a ,p ) 
g^ (x ,y , z ) = g^ (x ,y) (5 .3 .13) 
: 111 : 
Now consider 
oo (a+a+A ,b+p-+vt»c+Y+^) ^ 
2 g^ ( x , y , z ) t 
n=o 
-(a-hx+;\) -(b+p+vi) - ( c + Y + ^ ) 
= ( 1 - x t ) ( 1 - y t ) ( 1 - z t ) 
CO oo oe ( a , b , c ) (a ,p ,Y) i/^tV^f"^) ^"^^ 
= Z Z Z g„ ( x , y , z ) g„ ( x , y , 2 ) g . ( x , y , z ) t 
n=o m=o k=o " ^ 
oo n m ( a , b , c ) ( t , p , Y ) (AfV*-*^ ^ 
= Z Z Z g^jjj ^^*y*^^^m-k ( x , y » z ) g ^ ( x , y , z ) t 
n=o in=o k=o 
using ( 5 . 3 . 1 ) . 
n 
Now equat ing the c o e f f i c i e n t of t , we g e t 
(a+a+A ,b+p+vi»c+Y+<J^ 
g^ ( x , y , z ) 
n m ( a , b , c ) (a,(3,Y) (A,ti,V) 
" mL . L ^n-m (^»y»^> 9^-k ^ ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ 9k ( x , y , z ) 
m—o K=o 
(5.3.14) 
As a p a r t i c u l a r case of (5 .3 .14) i t can e a s i l y be ver i f ied 
that 
: 112 ! 
(a+a ' ,p+6 ' , Y + Y ' ) 
g ^ ( x , y , z ) 
- E g^_^ ( x , y , z ) g ,^ ( x , y , z ) ( 5 . 3 . 1 5 ) 
r=o 
4 . MAIN RESULTS. F i r s t c o n s i d e r the s e r i e s 
oo oo oo (n+m+k)l (a ,p ,Y) n m k 
E L E ' 
n=o mso k=:o n i m | k I E g ^ ^ ^ ^ ( x , y , z ) t V w 
oo n m ^""^m ^'^K ( a , p , Y ) , n in k 
E E E g ( x , y , z ) t ( - •^) ( - - ) 
n=o m=o k=o ml k I 
• • 
by (5 .3 .1) 
n ^""^m (a ,p ,Y) n m m 
E E g ( x , y , z ) t ( - ^ ) ( 1 + ^ ) by ( 5 . 2 . 2 ) 
n=o in=o ml " 
X 
(a,p,Y) n 
E g (x,y,z)(t+v+w) 
n=o 
-a -p -Y 
(1-xt -xv) ( i -y t -yv ) (1 -z t - zv ) 
._« ^ k ^- • » , )w 
k 
k=o ^ 1-xt-xv 1-yt-yv 1-zt-zv 
k 
Equating the coef f i c i en t of w , '.ve arr ive at 
: 113 : 
oo oo (n+m+k)! (a,p,Y) ^ "> 
n=o m=o n\ ml kl "^'°^'^ 
- a -p -Y 
( 1 - x t - x v ) ( 1 - y t - y v ) ( 1 - z t - z v ) 
(a ,p ,Y) X y z 
g^ ( , f ) ( 5 . 4 . 1 } 
"^  1 - x t - x v 1-yt-yv 1 - z t - z v 
As a simpler vers ion of ( 5 . 4 , 1 ) , we have 
oo m+n ( a , p , Y) n 
r ( ) g ^ ( x . y . z ) t 
n=o 
- a -p _ -Y ( a , p , Y ) , x y z 
-z 
( 5 . 4 . 2 ) 
= ( 1 - x t ) ( 1 - y t ) ( 1 - z t ) g^ ( , , ) 
^ 1 -x t 1-yt 1 - z t 
Next , cons ider 
^ Qn ( x , y , z ; F2L?l»-n ,5 ; i i , y ; u , u w j t 
n=o 
* " " ^ "^P-^q • q ( a , p , Y ) P q n+p CO (>^)p^q(n^p)! Ch) 
"nlo ^o p'=o n, p , q , ( , ) J ^ ) „ ^n.p (^^Y.^) ( - > ( — ) ^ t 
eo ^-^^p+q ^^^q P q - « -p -Y 
: J: I ( . u t ) (uw) ( 1 - x t ) ( 1 - y t ) ( 1 - z t ) 
q=o p=o q | (n)p i-i))^ 
( a , p , Y ) , X y z 
g^ ( f » ) by ( 5 . 3 . 2 ) 
P 1 - z t 1 - y t 1 -z t 
: 114 : 
- o -§ -Y « oo <* « '^'^ 'p+q+lc-»-j 
= (1-xt) (1-yt) (1 -z t ) E E S Z 
K 
cpo p=o lc=o j=o (Vi)p+ic+j(^)q 
(a) (p),^ ( Y ) 4 ( d ) q xut p yut k zut j q 
( ) ( ) ( ) (uw) 
pi ql kl j l xt-1 yt -1 zt-1 
• • • • 
Thus we arrive at the resu l t 
I Qn ( x , y , z ) F2L;\ ; -n , d;iA,i;;u,uwJt 
n=o 
= (1-xt) (1-yt) ( 1 - z t ) 
xut yut zut 
K,i( ?y , ?l,7^ , :\;a,p,Y,*g';ii,^i,»i,i;v , , , uw) 
^^ zt^l y1>l zt^l 
• . . • • (5*4«3) 
We then consider 
" (a»P»Y), ^ - ^ n 
Z g (x ,y ,z ) F , [ ^ ;-n,V;M»u»uwJt 
n=o 
= Z E £12 2 ( - u t ) ^ u w ) ^ F ("^P) («'P»Y) n 
q=o p=o ql (n)p^^ n=o " "+P ^'^'^'^^^ 
- a -p -Y «. oo o* 00 ^''^'p+q+k+j 
= (1-xt) (1-yt) ( l - z t ) E E E E 
p=o q=o k=o j=o (H)p^q^k-Hj 
( a ) p ( P ) , (Y)i ( S ) „ xut p yut .»c z u t i q 
PI kl jl q, ^xW^ ^—7-^ ^777) (uw) . 
: 115 : 
Thus, we have 
2 g (x ,y , z ) FJ^L;^ ; - n ; ai ;vi;u,uwjt 
n=o 
ff —8 —Y ( 4 ) 
= (1-xt)" (1-yt) (1-zt) FQ (?^,a,P,Y,^;n;-^.^.|^,uw; 
Next , we c o n s i d e r 
( a , P , Y ) , X r , . O n i x " 
Z g ( x , y , z ) F 3 [ ? ^ , - n ; ^ , ^ i ; 5 i u . u w j t 
n -o 
oo oo ^/^^q ^'^ ^q^^^^p p q oo n+p (a ,p ,Y) n 
= E E ( - u t ) (uw) E ( „ )g_,_^ ( x , y , z ) t 
P=o q=o qj ( 5 ) p ^ q n=o " ""'P 
- a -p -Y oo 00 ^ ^ ^ q ^ S ' ) q ( ^ i ) p p ^ 
= ( 1 - x t ) ( 1 - y t ) ( 1 - z t ) Z E ( - u t ) (uw) 
p=o q=o q l ( § )p^q 
p k («Vlc^^^- j^^^j X P-"^  Y ^'^ z ^ 
X E E ( ) ( ) ( ) by ( 5 . 4 . 2 ) 
k=o j=o ( p - k ) l ( k - j ) l j l 1 -x t 1-yt 1-z t 
: 116 : 
Thusy we obtain 
2 g„ ( x , y , z ) F3[?\ ,-nv d »V^f/»^fW»jt 
n=so 
- o - P -Y 
(1-xt) (1-yt) (i-zt) K:j^5(ti,^i,vi,;\ia,p,Y,S;/»/./»/; 
I ^ ' ^ ' I C T ' - ) (^ -^ -^ ^ 
Final ly , we consider 
('^^n ^^K (a-n,p-n,Y-n) 
g« ( x , y , z ) 
n=o ( l - a ) ^ ( l - p ) „ ( l - Y ) „ " 
F^[?|+n; ^)+n;^l,/;u,w]t 
CO « CO (^^n+p+q ^^^n+p+q p q n k (^'Lk^PLn+k-j 
= E Z E — u w Z E 
n=o p=o q=o pl q | (IA)D ( ^ ) a k=o j=o (n-k)l 
^^^-n+j n n-k k-j j n 
X ( - 1 ) X y z t 
( k - j ) l j l 
oo oo oo oo oo 
= S Z L E Z 
n=o p=o q=o k=o j=o 
( ^)n^k-hj+p-eq^^)n-fk-hj-hp-Hq^-^^^ ("V^) ( - ^ t 
PI qi nl kl jj ( ^ ) p ( ? ) q ( l - a ) k ^ j ( M ) n ^ j 
P q 
u w 
: 117 I 
Thus we have 
( A)n (S^)^ (a-n,p-n,Y-n) 
r g„ (x,y,z) 
n-o (l-a)^(l-p)^(l-Y)n " 
= F( ?^ » A» >»7l» 7^,'^.'^,'^,'^, Jv^,Al-a,l-a,l-p,l-p,l-Y,l-YV 
-xt,-yt,-zt,u,'"), (5.4.6) 
where F is a quintuple hypergeometrie function. 
CHAPTER VI 
TRANSFORMATIONS FOR crLAURICELLA FUNCTIONS 
§ 1 . INTRODUCTION- In 1893, Laur ice l la [ 7 5 ] general ized the 
four Appell s e r i e s F , , . . . , F ^ to s e r i e s in n - v a r i a b l e s . The 
mult iple hypergeoroetric s e r i e s defined by him are denoted by 
the symbols F . , Fg , F^ and F^ ( see H.M. S r i v a s t a v a and P.W. 
karlsson [ 8 9 ] ) . 
In 1972, G.£ . Andrews [15] defined q-analogues of 
L a u r i c e l l a * s m u l t i p l e hypergeometric s e r i e s ^At^ot^r ^^ FQ 
^(n) (n) (n) (n) 
and denoted them by ^ e symbols (J). » yo » Yn ^ ^ rn 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
In t h i s chapter , certa in transformations of q-LauricelLa 
funct ions in to the b a s i c or cf-hypergeometric funct ions have 
been obtained by applying the techniques of G.E. Andrews [ 1 2 ] , 
[13] and [ 1 4 ] and making use of the r e s u l t s ( 6 . 2 . 1 2 ) and (6 .2 .1? 
These r e s u l t s provide conversion of n - fo ld sunmations into a 
s i n g l e summation which may be looked upon as a r e s u l t analogous 
: 119 s 
to the Cauchy*s multiple i n t e g r a l formula from which one day 
a-fo ld summation wi l l be conve r t ib l e into a s ingle summation 
in a manner s imi lar to the emergence of f r ac t iona l de r iva t ives 
and f r a c t i o n a l i n t e g r a l s from Cauchy's mult iple in tegra l 
formula. 
§2. DEFINITIONS* NOTATIONS AND RESULTS USED- For |q( < 1, 
the cf-number [a] i s defined as 
1-q 
[a] = . 
1-q 
* • . . • (6 •2*1 
where a is any real or complex number. It may be noted that 
1-q 
lim — — = a 
cr-> 1 1-q 
..«.. (6*2*2 
The q-shif ted f a c t o r i a l i s then defined as (see [45]) 
( a ; q ) ^ = J ( l - a ) ( l - a q ) . . . ( l - a q ) 
n-1 . n 
* n 
0 
-1> - 2 N - 1 [ ( l - a q " ' - ) ( l - a q " ^ ) . . . ( l - a q ' " ) ] , n = - 1 , - 2 , . . . 
. . . . . ^o»^.3 
(a;q).„ = 1 ( - q / a ) " 5n (n - l ) 
( a q " " ; q ) ^ ( q / a ; q ) j ^ 
( 6 . 2 . 4 
: 120 : 
( a ; q ) ^ = % ( 1 - a q ) • • • • • (o*^*5 
• • • « • \ & • 2 cO 
and for any complex number a, 
( a i q ) , 
( a j q ) = — 
" ( a q ^ q ) „ 
• • • * • (6»2«7 
where the p r i n c i p a l values of q i s taken 
( a ^ , a 2 » . . . , a j j 5 q ) ^ = (aj^jq)^ ^^2'^^n * • * ^^k'^^n ( 6 . 2 . 8 ; 
(aj^,a2»»».,aj^jq)^ » ^^l»^^o. ^^»^^o. • " ^^k**'^* ( 6 . 2 . 9 ! 
General iz ing Heine ' s s e r i e s , an (() basic hypergeometri( 
" S 
series is defined by 
r^s^^l'^' •• •»aj.5bj^,b2,...,bg;q,z) (^j)^  





n=o (q;q)^ (^'^^n'*'^^'s'^'^n 
|n(n-l) i+s-r „ 
[(-1) q ] z 
• •... (6*2.IC 
where q ^ 0 when r > s+1. 
: 121 : 
In (6 .2 .10) i t i s assumed tha t the parameters b j^ , . . . , b 
are such tha t the denominator f ac to r s in the terms of the s e r i e s 
are never zero . Since 
-m (q f C j ) = 0 , n = mfl, m+2, * . . . y (6 .2 .11) 
and (|) s e r i e s terminates i f one of i t s numerator parameters 
-m 
i s of the form q with m = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , and q 4= 0 . 
The two q-exponential functions are 
n 
oo Z 1 
e (z) = E = , | z | < 1, (6 .2 .12) 
^ n=o (q ;q)„ ( z ; q ) ^ 
n ( n - l ) / 2 n 
E (z) = Z = ( -z ;q) (6 .2 .13) 
^ n=o (q;q)n 
The q-binomial theorem, 
(az;q) 
l4'o(a»—»q»z) = » jzi < 1» (6 .2 .14) 
-n 
o r , when a = q , where n denotes a nonnegative in teger , 
-n - n 
l<t>o^ ^ •»—tqjz) = (zq ;q)n • • • • • (6.2.15) 
: 122 : 
The q ^ a u s s sum, 
( c / a , c / b ; q ) ^ 
«(!),( a,b;c;q,c/ab) = (6.2.16) 
( c , c / a b ; q ) _ 
J a c o b i ' s [53] well known t r i p l e product i d e n t i t y 
( s e e Andrews [16] ) 
1 1 ^ 
•s X o* n n / 2 n 
( z q ^ , q V z , qiq) = Z ( - 1 ) q z ( 6 . 2 . 1 7 ) 
n^oo 
can be e a s i l y de r i ved by us ing H e i n e ' s sununation formula ( 6 . 2 . 1 6 ) . 
1 
F i r s t s e t c = bz q^ in ( 6 . 2 . 1 6 ) and then l e t b >0 
and a > « to o b t a i n 
n n^ /2 I 
oo ( - 1 ) Q ^ "^ 
£ ::: ^ = ( z q 2 . q ) ^ ( 6 . 2 . i s ) 
n=o ( q ; q ) ^ 
S i m i l a r l y , s e t t i n g c = zq in (6 .2 .16 ) and l e t t i n g 
a > oo and b > » , we ge t 
2 
n 
~ q 1 
( 6 . 2 . 1 9 ) n-o ( q , z q ; q ) ^ ( z q ; q ) ^ 
The q-ana logues of L a u r i c e l l a ' s mu l t i p l e hypergeometr ic 
s e r i e s ^f^*^Qt^Q ^nd FQ were d e f i n e d by G.E. Andrews [15] as 
f o l l o w s : 
: 123 : 
(n) 
^A t^»'^i'** •» '^n'*^l»**"^n'^l '*" ' '^n '^ 
= Z 





(q ;q )_ (q iq ) 
ni_ 
n 
jxj^l + . . . + |x^| < 1 ; (6.2.20) 
(n) 
^B C^i** • • ' ^ n ' ^ l ' •* •*'^n'*^''^l' '***'^n-' 
oo 
(a^ iq) . . . ( a „ ; q ) (b^iq) . . . ( b ^ ; q ) 
m. 
n»2^ »•. •»%~o (^'^^ra^+...+ra^ 
m. m n 
n 
(q;q)„^ (q;q)n^ 
max | | x . , ^ | , . . . , | x^j j < 1 ; (6.2.21) 
(n) (j)^ [ a , b ; C j ^ , . . . , c ^ ; x ^ , . . . , x ^ J 






taj^....,in„=o (cj^;q)|jj . . . ( c ^ ; q ) 
% 
( q » q ) m (T»q) 
m % 
VlxJ + . . . + Vlx^l < 1 ; (6.2.22) 
: 124 : 
(n) 
i^ D [ a , b j ^ , . . . , b ^ ; c ; x j ^ , . . . , x ^ ] 
V 1 n 1 n _ _ _ „ _ _ _ « _ _ _ _ 
max^ |x j ^ | , . . . , |X j^ | } < 1 . (6.2.23) 
C l e a r l y , we have 
(2) (2) (2) (3) (2) ^(4) (2) ( l ) 
^A ' ^ »<PB "^^ » H'c = <P >% =^ (6 .2.24) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
where q) , 9 , (() and (p are basic Appell s e r i e s 
and were f i r s t s tudied by F.H. Jackson [5 l ] and [52] who 
defined the four functions as 
(1) «, «. ^^•^)m+n( '= ' '<^^ ' '^>n ^ y 
(j) [ a ; b , b ' ; c ; x , y ] = E Z 
m=o n=o (q;q)n^ (qJd),^ ( c ; q ) ra+n 
(6.2.25) 
(2) c CO ^^i^)m-Hn^^'^^m^^' '^^n ^ ^ 
([) [ a ; b , b ' ; c , c ' ; x , y ] = Z Z ^—;•—-—;; ^ — -
ra=o n=o ( q ; q ) ^ ^^»^^n ^^»^^m ^^ '»^^n 
• • • • * (6.2*26) 
; 125 : 
m n 
(3 ) 00 CO ( ^ • ' < ^ ) m ^ ^ ' ' ^ ^ n ( ^ ' ^ V ^ ' ' ^ ) n ^ ^ 
(|) [ a , a ' ; b , b » ; c ; x , y ] = Z Z — ; ^— ^ 
m=o n=o (q;q)nj ( q i q ) n ^^ »<='^ m+n 
(6 .2.27) 
(4) oo oo (^i^^m+n ^^'^^m+n "" ^ 
) [ a ; b ; c , c ' ; x , y ] = Z Z . 
m=o n=o (q ;q)n i (c(»c[)^ ^^»^^in ^ ^ ' ' ^ ^ n 
(6 .2 .28) 
§ 3 . MAIN RcSULTS- The f i r s t t r a n s f o r m a t i o n formula t o be 
proved i s g i v e n by the fo l lowing theorem: 
THEOREM 1 . 
( a j ^ , a 2 , » . . , a ^ ; q ) ^ (z»q) , 
n'^n^ ai» ^2* • • •»a^f b j ^ ,b2 , . . . , b^vq f z) = (bj^,b2f . .•»bj^;q)^ 
1 (t)g [ b ^ / a ^ , b 2 / a 2 , ' . . , b ^ / a ^ ; 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 ; z ; a^, a 2 , . . . , a,^ ) 
n - z e r o s 
( 6 . 3 . 1 ) 
PROOF OF ( 6 . 3 . 1 ) - We have 
^4)^( aj^, 3 2 , . . . , a^; b ^ , b 2 , . . . , b ^ ; q , z) 
( a j ^ , a2 , . . . , a j ^ ;q ) j ^ j^ - ikdc- l ) ^ 
( -1 ) q z 
k=o ( b j^ ,b2 , . . . , b ^ ; q ) j ^ (q;q)l^ 
: 126 : 
(aj^f a g , . . • , a j j ; q ) 
oa oo 
- z 
k k k k 
(b^q ,b2q , . . . , b ^ q i q ) J - l ) lic( k - l ) 
q 
( b i . b 2 , . . . , b ^ i q ) ^ k=o ( a ^ q \ a 2 q ^ a^q^ici)^ iqiq) 
(a jL»a2». . . , a ^ ; q ) k ^kCk-l ) k 
oe as ( • X y q Z 
( b j ^ , b 2 , . . . , b ^ i q ) ^ k=o (q ;q) i t 
00 
z 
m^»in^ y • • • y IB = o 
^ —^ i u (a .q ) 
, m . 





( b , , b ^ , . . . , b iq ) m, , . . « , m = o n 
' l ' " 2 » * * * » " n ' " " o , ""1 n n ( q ; q ) _ 
n a 




k=o ( q ; q ) 
k 2 , 
( -1 ) k / 2 m,+nu+». •+"»„- ::r k 
: — r q (^q ^ ^ " ^ ) 
I a2»a2»»»» f a^t q)j ^^q iq)», -« ( b , / a , ; q ) „ % a,^ 
oo j = l J J ' ^ ' m J j = l 
(bj^jb^f . . . , b ^ ; q ) ^ m^ , . . . ,m^=o n 
Ti ( q ; q ) 
m. 
by (6 .1 .18 ) 
: 127 : 
n n m. 
( a i , . . . , a ^ ; q ) ^ ( z ; q ) ^ „ j ^ l ^ j ' j ' ^ m^  ^^^ j 
n 
^h ^ n ' ^ ^ c ™1 ""n'^ (^•^^m,+. . -+m^ n ( q ; q ) ^ 
1 n j^j_ mj 
^^1 ^n'^^co (^'^^co (n) 
(()g [ b j ^ / a j ^ , . . , b ^ / a ^ ; o , o , . , , ^oiZi a^^t a^fta^ 
( b j ^ , . . . , b ^ ; q ) ^ n - z e r o s 
This comple te s the proof of ( 6 . 3 . 1 ) . I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g 
to note the f o l l o w i n g p a r t i c u l a r c a s e s of ( 6 . 3 . 1 ) : 
( a ; q ) ^ ( z i q ) ^ 
|i|), [ a ; p ; q , z ] = «<|), [ p / a , 0 ; z ; a ] ( 6 . 3 . 2 ) 
( a ; q ) ^ ( P ; q ) ^ ( z ; q ) ^ (3) 
o^inCatPiY; S ; q , z ] = ^ — - r ^ — (t> [ y / a , <5 ' / p ;o ,o ; z ; a , p ] 
(Y;q)„ ( o ; q ) „ 
( 6 . 3 . 3 ) 
The n e x t r e s u l t to be proved i s a s f o l l o w s : 
THfiORayt 2 
n+l^n^°»^l '* •»a^5 '5 i» - - -»b„ ;q , z ) 
( a i , » . . , a ^ ; q ) ^ ^^^ 
(b, b .q) (z;q) ^^  t^ ^ l^ ^/^ - * - V V ^ ' ^ ^^ l^ a j 
•"" n o» oo n - z e r o s 
. * •. • (6 .3 .4 ) 
: 128 : 
PROOF OF ( 6 . 3 . 4 ) - We have 
n^ . l ^n (0 ,aj^ , . . . , a^;bj^, . . . , b ^ ; q , z) 
k k k 
( 0 , a ^ , . . . , a j ^ ; q ) ^ ^ (b^q , . . . , b ^ q ; q ) ^ z 
£ k TDT ( b ^ , . . . , b ^ ; q ) ^ k=o (0 ,a j^q '^ , . . . . ,a^q ; q ) ^ ( q;q)^ 
£ — j - n a^-^ Z 
(^'l ^ n ' ^ ) - "l % = ^ u ( q ; q ) J=^ •'"^ ^^'^^k 
(bj^ '^n*^^- ^^»^^oo ""l V ° " / ^ j= l ^ 
"^ C q» q) j-i "j 
by (6 .2 .12) 
(^ 1 V L (n) 
( b j ^ , . . . , b ^ V q ) ^ ( z ; q ) — - (j)^  [ z .b j^ /a j^ , . . . , b ^ / a ^ ; o , o , . . . , o ; a j ^ , . . . , a ^ ] . 
n - z e r o s 
This comple tes the proof of ( 6 . 3 . 4 ) . An i n t e r e s t i n g 
p a r t i c u l a r case of ( 6 . 3 . 4 ) i s the fo l lowing r e s u l t : 
( a i q ) 
^ ( t ) , (0 , a ib ;q , z ) = <i^J.2fi>/ai ; a ] ( 6 . 3 . 5 ) 
: 129 : 
Simi la r ly , using ( 6 . 2 . 1 4 ) , one can e a s i l y derive in the 
same way the following r e s u l t : 
n+ l^n^"»^ l ' ^2**" »3n»'^l ' '^2 '* '* '^n '^ '^^ 
( 3 ^ , 3 2 , . . . , V q ) . ( « ; q ) ^ (n) 
'TTi: ;: n T " ^D [2»bi/ai,...,bya^;az;ai a^  
. . . . • (6.3.6) 
which is essentially a result due to G.E. Andrews [15] but in a 
slightly different form. 
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